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Develop
Y>ur Leadership
I

Potential
I recently had an opportunity to ask several members what
they've found to be the most rewarding benefit of the
Toastmasters experience. All of them agreed it is the level of
leadership they have attained. You and I know that leadership
is not a quality we are born with, but something that is
achieved. To develop effective leadership, a man or woman
must do certain things very well.
First, you must be able to recognize opportunities for leader
ship development. Toastmasters provides many resources for
members who want to improve their leadership skills. We offer
opportunities for experience as well as education. And if you
participate fully in our training programs, you'll be equipped
with all the basic skills you need to meet the responsibilities of a
leader.

When you first joined Toastmasters, your main responsi
bilities were to attend meetings and participate in educational
programs. But when you take on a leadership role, whether it's
at the club, area, district or international level, it becomes your
responsibility not only to assume your duties but also to do
everything in your power to learn what those duties are. You
must have a clear understanding of your leadership role before
you can challenge, and motivate those who rely on you for
guidance.
At times we get the wrong impression of what leadership is
really all about. For example, we often associate leadership
with charisma. But leadership depends on much more than the
personal characteristics that shape your image. Let us never

forget that the total effectiveness of a leader depends greatly
on how he or she communicates and relates to other people.
Whatever your position is in Toastmasters, I'm sure you've
been chosen as a leader because others believe you are the man

knowledge to do your job responsibly, then you can be of gn
help to others. As a leader, you'll have many opportunities
offer assistance. You can show people how to get the mosto|

of Toastmasters. You can encourage them to reach out. Andyi
can help them achieve great heights in their intellecti
development.
We live in a noisy world. We hear many voices, each
telling us something different. In this confusion, it's easy
loose sight of goals, and at times our views become somewl

distorted. So what we need more today than ever beforel
effective leadership to help us define our objectives clearly
to keep us on course as we pursue our goals.
I want to encourage every member to take advantage of
leadership opportunities offered by our organization. I ki
from personal experience that those opportunities
limitless. But I've also learned that it takes dedication and efl

to develop strong leadership skills. It's like climbin]
mountain. The questions you must ask yourself are:
• Am I soaring toward that mountaintop?
• Am I running toward it?
• Am I walking?
• Or, am I just crawling toward it?
Maybe you haven't even tried it. Think about it. These
questions no one can answer for you.
I know I haven't reached the mountaintop.It takes hard
and will power, but I keep on trying to get the most out ofi
Toastmasters training. Are you willing to face the challengi
developing your leadership potential? If so. Til meet you at
summit.

or the woman who can best work with members at all levels of

our organization. But more important, they believe you can
work effectively as a member of a team. People look up to you,
and they seek encouragement, guidance and inspiration from
you. If you as a leader have the commitment, zeal and

Eric K. Stuhlmueller, DTM,International Presidenfi
9RUAA
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Wf nil know the mythic John Wayne — the
actor most noted for his herioc deeds on screen

and his unflagging patriotism. But who was
the man behind the myth? His essence lies
somewhere behind the bombast, the tough
talk, the shoot-from-the-hip image. He was
tough, but vulnerable — and not afraid to

*.

show his weaknesses. That is the ana

chronism of Wayne that made it possible for
him to build bridges between true believers of
many faiths. Wayne belongs to a nearly
extinct breed of larger-than-life people who
have claimed a measure of immortality on
this earth — an immortality we would all
like to share, even vicariously, with the Duke.
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WE'RE

WORTH SHARING
Toastmasters'1980Membership Campaign
Bring new members into your Toastmasters oiub this year!

Sponsor 5,10 or 15 new members and you will receive speoial reoognition
awards — automatically

• no forms to fill out!

Sponsor more members and you may be in the running for
top awards: Number one membership builder receives the
"President's Sponsor" plaque and nine runners-up each
receive "President's Circle" plaques.

These great prizes can also be yours:
• 5 new members —A Toastmasters"Shadow Figure"
tag

• 10 new members — "Reach Out for Success"
coffee mug

• 15 new members — Choice of Toastmasters tie or
ladies brooch

Contest Rules
1. AIIToastmastersare eligible.

2. Contest applies only to individual new members sponsored
into existing clubs and does not apply to the chartering of
new clubs.

3. I n order to receive credit for sponsorship, the sponsor's

name must appear on the Application for Membership (form

400). No additions or changes will be made to applications
once submitted to World Headquarters. The new member

must join in the oalendar year 1980 and the applioation
must be received at World Headquarters no later than
December 31,1980.

4. New, dual and reinstated members count toward this
contest. Transfer and charter members do not.

5. Awards will be sent automatically upon qualification.
6. PRESIDENT'S CIRCLE and PRESIDENT'S SPONSOR

awards will be presented at the 1981 International Conven
tion, but do not include transportation or other expenses. If
the recipient is not in attendance,the presentation will be
made to the district governor.

7. Please allow six to eight weeks for delivery of awards to U.S.
addresses; slightly longer outside U.S.
8. Customs duties (or taxes) on awards are the responsibility
of recipients.
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The Mission of )^iunteer Leadership
by Robert M.Tucker
There's something wonderfully rearding about being part of an organiition that makes a difference. And

lere's something energizing about
ing among other people when they're
their best.

When you take an inventory of the
ings that make your life meaningful,
lose special group experiences will be
mong the high points. Happiness is
'ally caring about something and being
le to act on that feeling. Aristotle
fined happiness as "the utilization of
le's talents along lines of excellence."
Caring people are the foundation of a
jlunteer organization such as Toastlasters. To serve in a volunteer capacity
day is to play an active role in parti(latory democracy. Today,anyone who
ares and is prepared to get involved can
lake a difference. As a Toastmaster,

)u are dedicated to developing skills
lat will help you communicate your
bughts and feelings and better underitand others. You joined this organizaion because you felt a personal need for
mprovement in this area and because
ou were impressed by what you heard
nd saw when Toastmasters brought
(Ou in contact with other people striving
iir goals similar to your own.
In becoming a member, you joined the
tanks of leaders and potential leaders,
blowing that you also had the makings
da leader. Then one day, after a period
luring which you learned how to be an
irftective speaker, you realized you were
ready to move to the forefront of this
organization. You ran for office and won
the election. You felt wonderful, elated.

(Then suddenly you were faced with a
question you had not anticipated:"Now

enlists people who are action-oriented
and dedicated. A good leader also resists
the impulse to dominate. Give everyone
a chance to speak and contribute. If you
don't, you risk driving people away by
being too overbearing.
Involve the group in the process of
setting attainable goals and deciding on
methods for achieving them. Then
tackle each project with conviction and
tenacity. Use every opportunity to let
your members know they are progress
ing and encourage them to celebrate
their growing power as an organization.
Effective people turn down assign
ments not because they are uninterested,
but because the assignments are pre
sented to them in such a vague way that
saying "yes" could lead them into a
bottomless pit of responsibility. Tell
each individual why he or she is wanted

volunteer organization is to assign

responsibilities commensurate with the
person's abilities and areas of interest.

People are just as apt to walk away if
they feel they are being underused as
they would be if they were being over
worked.

It's also important to recognize the
services and accomplishments of your
members. You may discover that people
who have been unfairly pegged at one
level of output have much higher cap
abilities. Those who have demonstrated

faithful, effective service at a particular
level of the organizational structure

should be given a chance to prove them
selves in positions carrying greater
authority and responsibility.
As a leader you are, above all, a
motivator. The secret of successful

for a particular responsibility and break
the task down into reasonable pro

leadership is really no secret at all. All it

portions.

and human understanding.

Everyone wants to support a worthy
cause, and even busy people are willing
to become involved if they feel their

Mutual trust and respect are major
motivating forces. If you think highly of
the people with whom you work, you
won't want to let them down. Your goals

service will make a difference. Even if

you think someone already knows about
your cause, tell him or her what it's all
about. A detailed explanation provides a
positive frame of reference and rein
forces the feeling of being part of
something worthwhile. After you start
on a project, continue the orientation
process with scheduled briefings so your
coworkers are always aware of their
accomplishments and latest develop
ments. An isolated committee member

has little or no knowledge of the major
thrusts and activities of the organiza

takes is common sense, consideration

as a motivator should be to secure

cooperation rather than obedience. As
you become aware of the personal needs
and motives of individuals in your
group, you'll be able to relate them to the
needs and objectives of the group as a
whole. The closer you tie individual
goals to group goals, the more coopera
tion you will receive. If your members
participate in the goal-setting process,
they'll have a stronger motivation to
work toward the organization's objec
tives for their own satisfaction and out

tion as a whole. From such a limited

of respect for you and other group

that I'm here, what do I do? How do I do

vantage point, he or she can hardly serve

members.

ft?" And so began the education process
that taught you how to be an effective
leader in a volunteer organization. You
ilearned by reading manuals and attend
ing seminars. But mostly you learned by
by interacting with people who
understood and shared your needs and
Igoals.

as an enthusiastic communicator to

Be Action Oriented
The leaders who are most successful

b volunteer organizations are those
irho realize people are tired of groups

hat are so caught up in administrative
nncerns they don't make the substan-

ill accomplishments that are possible
irough group effort. A good leader

|flUARy 1980

people outside the organization.
Recognize Service
Use every available communications
channel to give your volunteers a con
tinuing sense of what your mission is
and how it will be accomplished. It's
essential for members to know that
their efforts do make a difference.

People want to feel part of an exciting
cause, but they won't get that feeling
unless their leaders take time to discuss

the importance of their organization's
goals and the most effective methods of
reaching those objectives.
The key to membership retention in a

With this highly effective approach to
leadership, your workload will decrease,
your group's performance will improve
and the satisfaction level of everyone
involved will increase dramatically.
Your members will be determined to

give their best, and you'll find there's
no limit to the accomplishments that are
possible when an organization is strong
ly supported by people who are com
mitted to common goals.

Robert Tucker is manager of the Education
Department at Toastmasters' World Head
quarters in Santa Ana, California.

Dignified humor for image —
conscious corporate communicators.

cial material is the expense. It may c

be a page or two of double-spaced it
— three or four jokes — but the rig]
three or four jokes may have taken
to a week to research and create. Cc

sequently, the professionals in this
charge from $500 to a few thousam

How to

Spice Up Those

dollars to do it.

Searching for Laugh Lines
There is an alternative to custom
written humor and it has the down

earth title of"do-it-yourself." By "d
yourself," 1 am not suggesting that
sit down and try to write professior
level, performable laugh lines. Crea
humor is an art form that relatively
writers have mastered and only afti
years of trial and error. To executiv
speakers,"do-it-yourself" represen
ongoing commitment to search for
lines, anecdotes and stories that ar«

right for them, their industry and t

by Bob Orben

Ibegin my humor workshops for cor

porate speakers and communicators
by saying that a lot of show busi
ness terms will be used, explained and

demonstrated.

I point out that some members of the
group may feel this is inappropriate.

The participants are in the world of
tfusiness, not show business. That's

right. But the minute they stand up in
front of an audience, they have crossed
the line. They are in show business and
the further they are from that aware
ness, the less effective they will be.
In today's image-conscious world, the

Humor is often the

key that unlocks your
audience's receptivity.
executives who find themselves much

in demand are the effective speakers,
the dynamic communicators. Few audi
ences know much about the inner

workings of the John Doe Corp. But if
the chairman of the board, John Doe,

appears before them and scores with a
speech that holds their attention, pro
vides information and concepts in a
well-organized and interesting manner
— and yes, even makes them laugh a bit
— the John Doe Corp. will have become
a more personal and more highly re
garded part of their lives. This isn't
theory. It is a fact, known to every
aware corporate speaker. We make sure
that we are completely prepared for an

important appointment — even down
to the shine on our shoes. We must be

equally prepared for an audience — and
put a gloss on our words.
Humor has often been the key that
unlocks an audience's receptivity. The

apt, well-timed and confidently exe
cuted opening immediately puts lis
teners at ease. They realize they are in
secure hands and can look forward to

hearing a professional communicator.
"Apt" is the operative word. Some

top-level executives shy away from

audiences. This involves a dedicatic

page-turning that could eventually
you the Order of the Purple ThumI
Forefinger.
The good news is, there are hunc
of sure-fire laugh lines that are jusi

perfect for you. They are in the ma
humor books and services readily a

able to public speakers. The bad ne
to get them you will have to go thri
tens of thousands of jokes you can'
use. It's a long, laborious process bi
frequently the discovery of the one
gem,floating in a sea of tedium, m^
it all worthwhile.

First, let me caution you not to

overdo it. You can't read a jokeboo

you would a novel. You have to pr<

humor because they feel it may be
undignified. I have found that the
distinction between a jokester and an
accomplished raconteur lies in the
choice of material. To get laughs, the

ceed as if you were eating marzipai
One or two pieces are delicious — i
30 pieces, sickening. So restrict yoi
reading of any jokebook or humor

jokester relies on oneliners and stories,

two or three times a day. You will
be able to judge the material with t
fresh outlook necessary to this typ

some old, some new, but usually irrele
vant to the purpose of the event. The
raconteur never loses sight of his or her
reason for being there. The laughs are
supportive or illustrative of the occa
sion, the audience or the speaker. They
show a speaker involved with his or her
listeners and in tune with them. They
narrow and eliminate the gulf that so
often separates a VIP speaker from an
audience.

Where does such "apt" material come
from? Obviously, it can be customwritten by a specialist in the field. A
speechwriter with a feel for humor can
research an event, the sponsoring
organization, the guest list, the locality,
the substance of the speech and the
high visibility aspects of the speaker —
and come up with effective audience
grabbers. The problem with such spe

service to no more than 15 minute

research.

Choosing the Right Joke
What are you looking for? First,
item funny? Secondly, would you I
comfortable saying it? And finally,
performable humor?
The reason for the first questior
self-evident: If the joke doesn't str
you as funny, that's it. If you are
concerned about a piece of materia
follow the old adage:"When in doi
cut it out!"

The second question also involv
critical decision: Would you feel co
fortable telling the joke? Many no
speakers hear a joke, think it's fun
and use it in a speech without con
sidering whether or not it suits thi
personality, or the mood of the oc(
THE TOASTM

or the subject matter of the speech. An
appropriate anecdote dragged in by the
heels will invariably make you look like
a candidate for the Gong Show."To
thine own self be true" — in all things
— even humor.

The third question is just as impor
tant: It is performable humor? If some
one tells you a joke, the chances are it is
constructed in such a way that it
"plays."
Unfortunately, good performable
humor sometimes looks rather drab on

the printed page. If you read one of the
great comedy routines like"Who's On
First?" you may be somewhat disap
pointed in it. But when you heard it
performed by Abbott and Costello, it
was hilarious. It often takes a practiced
eye to spot the performing values of a
joke. You get this practiced eye by going
out and doing material in front of an
audience. The jokes that work give you
the warm feeling of success. The jokes
that die eventually give you the prac
ticed eye.

(

II-

One final consideration in the selec
tion of usable humor: Is the line or

Practice will help you
develop on eye for
good performable
humor.

■ w£

story applicable to your business, your
area of expertise or occasions and
events you may possibly be concerned
with? For example, if you have found
some good retirement and leisure time
material, is it likely that you will be
called upon to speak at a retirement
dinner? It is this final sifting based on
the relevancy of the humor that re
duces the number of items to be stock

piled to a precious few.

V

Organization
The next step is to have the selected
jokes and stories transcribed onto 3x5
cards and then classified according to
possible use and subject matter. Crossindex liberally. If you have a joke about
getting a fruitcake for Christmas that
could be used as opener, make up four

m

identical cards and file them under

m

'SONS FROM OLD-TIME COMEDIANS — Jokes that look drab on paper may he hilarious
'livered with finesse. For pointers on how you can liven up your speeches with humor, study the
ous Abbott and Costello routines.

UMFIY 1980

Openers, Christmas, Gifts and Food. As the
file grows, you may miss a joke that is
ideal for a specific speech unless it is
filed under the subject and category you
are researching.
The last step in the process is the use
of the file itself. When you accept a

speaking engagement, make a list of all
possible aspects of the occasion — the

speeches. They're like a big red balloc
— 99 percent hot air but beautifully
packaged!"
There will inevitably come a time

V\Ot

SEE
YOU
IN
SYDNEY

when you have to take an unpopular
position. Preface it with:"1 feel like a
guy who's spilled a glass of water on
lap. No matter what he says, nobody
going to believe him!"
If you have to concede a defeat, lov
the microphone and comment:"I'll hi
to lower this. After that vote, I'm nol

Toastmasters International

DOWN-UNDER

Interdistrict Convention

MAY 1980

May 15-18. 1980

big around here as 1 used to be."
If you're discussing our free enter
prise system:"Don't knock the rich.
When was the last time you were hir
by somebody poor?"
Sometimes a definition will clarify

Informative Workshops — Great Weather

things, like;"A boss is somebody whi

Tours in Australia and New Zealand

when he sees red on his accountant's

Meetings with World Dignitaries
Group Tours at a Tremendous Saving for You

fingers — hopes it's blood."

For Tour information cail TOLL FREE

AIROMAR TRAVEL CORPORATION
Miuiia

(Exclusive USA Agents for Down Under '80)

•jASTft)^

(213) 933-8311 Los Angeles area
(800) 252-0063 California
(800) 421 -4690 Continental U.S.A.

Occasionally, during the Q&A par

the program,someone will give a
speech instead of asking a question.
Interrupt with:"Sir, would you mini
just phrasing your question? Our lei
is up in September."
Sometimes the world of finance is

subject:"1 never knew why bankers
called them 'personal loans' until 1 tc
one out. 1 missed three payments an

did they get personal."

If you're one of those speakers wf
takes off your watch and puts it on I
speaker's stand as you begin, ad lib:
"Don't let that reassure you. It's a
sundial."

ATTACH YOUR ADDRESS LABEL OR
PRINT YOUR OLOAODRESS HERE:

MOVING?

A little modesty is always appropi
when acknowledging your introduc
tion;"1 want to thank you for that

glowing introduction. 1 think some i
If so, we'll need your change of
address. Please give us your old
address as well as your new by
attaching an address label from a
recent issueofTHETOASTMASTER
in the space shown.

the statements in it were overly
(INCLUDE CLUB AND DISTRICT NUMBER)

grateful for a good lie."
And finally, even though you're

Name (print) .

chairman of the board of the multi-

District No.

Club No.

billion dollar John Doe Corp., don't

New Address.
Mall this to:

Toastmasters International

2200 N. Grand Ave., P.O. Box 10400
Santa Ana. OA 92711

afraid to adopt a somewhat playful
attitude when you go up to the podi

City
State/Province

Zip.

If you are a club, area, division or district officer,
indicate complete title:

subject of your talk, the location of the
hall(city and state), the audience, who
will be introducing you, other head

table guests, etc. Turn to your file and
look up the categories your list would
suggest as relevant and then pull all of
the items in those classifications.

Lay the cards out on a large table and,
in many cases, a natural continuity,
linking a few of the jokes, will suggest

itself. Or, you may have to write simple
bridges to get from one item to another.
Keep in mind that in humor,less is
always more. One,two or three laughs
at most should be the maximum used
before a serious speech.
And now,let's take a look at the type

of material that can provide the busi

generous — but as a golfer, I'm alwi

^

ness speaker with a joke for all reasons.

"As I look out over this asembly anc
realize that we represent the finest
minds and talent our industry has t
offer — before we begin I'd like to a
Reverend Smith to say a short pray
for our country."

All the following examples are from
Bob Orben is the auti

Orhen's Current Comedy, a humor service
for public speakers;

44 books on professioi
level humor. He has

"A retirement dinner is where man

agement gives the guest of honor a
solid gold watch case — and the pension
plan gives him the works."

a

"Retirement dinners always seem to

written for Red Skeltc
]ack Parr and Dick
Gregory as well as jo.
leading business and
political figures. He i

follow a pattern. The foremen says,
'John Jones will be leaving us after 53

special assistant to President Ford and is fo

years of faithful service, but he'll
always be with us in our memories.'
And the boss says to the personnel

department. His latest book is 2500 Joke

manager,'Who?'."

If you have to follow another speaker
at a relaxed, fun dinner, you might open
with,"I always enjoy one of Harry's

director of the White House speechwriting
Start'Em Laughing. He also edits two
humor services for public speakers and spa
writers. For details, write the Comedy Cen
Inc., 700 Orange Street, Wilmington, Di
ware 19801.
THE TOASTM,

on a lifetime of lummflG!
In the first two sessions Earl Nightingale

Becoming a Total Winner

and Denis Waitley introduce this successbuilding program. Then Denis Waitley
presents these ten key sessions:

Introduced by the world-fatnous Earl

Nightingale and presented by Denis
Waitley, this program contains all the
simple yet profound psychology that
can free you from losing habits.. . show
you how to use certain time-tested
principles for winning. And get them
working for you immediately!
In ten stimulating sessions you'll
discover hundreds of ideas you can
apply now. Tips on goals, planning,

1. Positive Self-

Discipline

2. Positive SelfMotivation

7. Positive SelfEsteem

3. Positive Self-

8. Positive SelfDimension

4.Positive SelfDirection

confidence, talent, rewards, and more.

6. Positive Self-

Expectancy

image

Y

9. Positive SelfAwareness

5. Positive Self- 10. Positive SelfControl
Projection

Profitable ideas you can acquire as you
listen; hear again and again, as you
travel and at your leisure.

Denis Wattley

No-Risk 15-Day Trial
•+

m
Illinois residents call

(800)972-5858

Newly produced! Ttie proven
success system created by
Denis E. Waitley — now for

There is often only a small difference
between the top leaders in every field
and those who merely 'do well." In
The Psychology of Winning," authornarrator Denis Waitley offers simple, yet
profound principles shared by the great
achievers of our day. Principles of
thought and behavior that guide men
and women to the top in every field of
endeavor. Principles that give you a
winning edge in every situation.
During your 15-day trial audition,
you'll become aware of the wideranging studies that went into creating
this dynamic audio-cassette program.
In-depth research into every phase of
human behavior. From Sigmund
Freud's early exploration of the sub
conscious to Abraham Maslow's "Third

ttie first time offered in a

Force " psychology to today's T.M. and

compiete audio program ...
witti a no-risk Full Money-

electronic biofeedback. From the first

back Guarantee.

attempt to clearly define personality
traits and the hierarchy of human needs
to the latest findings of modern science.
Denis Waitley presents the essence
of this research in ten basic principles.
Ten Qualities of a Total Winner. All in

straightforward, easily understood audio
sessions for immediate use in your
career and personal life.

■ NIGHTINGALE-CONANT CORPORATION • The Human Resources Company®
* 3730 West Devon Avenue • Chicago, Illinois 60659

END ONLY
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the completion of my 15-day free trial,
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Winner ($49.95 value). . . plus my free bonus album, EARL NIGHTINGALE ON WINNING ($19.95 value).
If not completely satisfied, I may return THE PSYCHOLOGY OF WINNING and Bonus Album within
15 days and my payment will l>e refunded promptly.
□ Enclosed Is $10 (or charge to credit card betaw). Bill me for the balance of $39.95 plus $2.50 for
handling and shipping
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Easing your way into the executive suite
with o sensitive, honest and flexible style of management.

Survivmg
First Promotion Pitfalls
by Sue DeBay

■ fter two years with an inter-

manager of Merit Institute in Atlantic,

A national shipping company,

Canada,Pete and others like him no

n Pete — a pleasant, easy-going
young man — was promoted to
supervisor of his branch's Import De
partment. At first, he was elated; he
had never expected his hard work as a
clerk in that department to pay off so
well or so quickly. But it wasn't long
before feelings of doubt and fear settled
in his mind, putting a damper on his

longer need worry so much about the

enthusiasm.

"What about the people I work with?"
he wondered."They think of me as a
friend. They see me as the office clown.
Will that have to change when I step
into a management position?"
Pete was not unusual in that, al

though he looked forward with confi
dence to the challenges of new
responsibilities, he worried about the
effects a promotion might have on his
relationships with fellow employees
and his self-image.
Hoping for the best, Pete forged
ahead with his new job, and he coped
very well, simply by continuing to be

demands of an executive chair con

flicting with personal feelings and
concerns. Ruotolo, who provides
management training and corporate
consultations for companies around the
world, notes that,"Over the past 10
years or so we've gotten away from the
image of the old straw boss. Labor
unions have played a big part in the
changes; people are more sophisticated

To get top performance
from employees,you
must win tlieir respect.
and executives better trained. It is now

allowed, he still played the office
comedian, and he maintained a friendly

recognized that an executive can and
should be a human being.
"Be yourself," he continues,"but in
management — just as in the home,on
the football field or in any facet of life
— you must do it according to the rules
of the game."
Avoiding Pitfalls

rapport with workers in his depart
ment. Pete quickly grasped the impor

If you're about to take the first step
up that often times shaky corporate

tance of a sincere thank you for a job
well done. The productivity of the

ladder, take Dr. Ruotolos's advice:

himself. Whenever his workload

Import Department remained high and
less than two years later Pete was
promoted again, this time to the post of
traffic manager.

According to Dr. Bob Ruotolo,
fEBRUARY 1980

Make every possible effort to find out
ahead of time what will be expected of
you. Give yourself a chance beforehand
to think about how you will execute

your new responsibilities. You're bound
to make mistakes, but preparation and

foresight can help you avoid unneces
sary pitfalls.
When your superiors aren't available
to answer questions, don't be afraid to
turn to other staff members. Saying,"I
don't understand this, can you help
me?"shows people your promotion
hasn't made you so sure of yourself that
you think you know all the answers.
Pity the managers who turn a deaf ear
to the ideas of the dock worker or the

file clerk. They're wasting a fortune in
valuable human resources.
The concern shown for each member

of a staff or department may go a long
way in helping a newly promoted
manager become popular. But you're
not getting paid for being well liked.
You're there to get a job done and the
manager who lets popularity over
shadow that goal will soon be on the
way out of the executive suite. People
will work well under someone they
don't especially like. Most employees,
however, will not perform to the best of
their abilities when reporting to a
supervisor for whom they have no
respect. The respect of staff members
for their manager is imperative to a
good working environment. And no
position or title can buy anyone respect
that isn't deserved.

Joe was an extremely bright and
industrious worker who at first glance

seemed perfect for his job as sales
manager of an office equipment firm.
Yet he had unfortunate habits such as

spreading gossip, making advances
toward the women at the company and
11
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club, sales and
political meetings
SURE NEED HUMOR!

cursing too loudly and readily. Joe s bad
manners finally caught up with him
when the reason for the high turnover
of female employees was traced directly
back to his attitudes.

Joe is an extreme example — but not

SEND FOR
THIS BOOK

office where it's practically a job re

quirement to become part of an intei
and tight social group.

them points in the corporate game.

who work under them is honesty. Ai

is one example; slacking off when
there's work to be done is another.
The Honest Approach

a sense of humor.

Pointed material to fit any occasion, compiled

by the International President of a world-wide

want to hear and sensitive enough t
know how to do so tactfully.

"There is only a 14-inch difference
between a pat on the back and a slap on
the rear," says Bob Ruoloto,"and a
good manager must be able to give
both."

• Send check for $5.95 plus 7SC mailing or your
Amer/Visa number. Indiana residents ado 4% tax.

was confident that he'd be able to
handle all the new roles and respon
sibilities that went with his promotion

THE LORU COMPANY

Attention CTMs: Toastmasters

has produced two exciting new
manuals for you to choose from
as you continue your selfdevelopment through the
Advanced Communication and

Leadership Program. The latest

When you submit your CTM

application to World Head
quarters, be sure to name the

he'd no longer have time to spend lunch
hours with his buddies in the ware

house. He finally decided to gather up

all his courage and say to them,"I really
miss having lunch with you, but it's

part of the price I pay for the promo
tion." Most of the workers understood
that Tony's new position involved

he's too good for us now" were seldom
heard. He followed up by grabbing
coffee with them whenever possible
and continued to enjoy their friendship.
Pete, after his first promotion at the

shipping company,dealt with similar
feelings by suggesting to his staff that
they all meet at the restaurant in their
office building for breakfast on Satur

days when they had to come in for

want to complete. They will be
sent to you as soon as possible
at no charge. Additional

overtime work. Everyone involved

each plus 20% for postage and
handling. California residents
add 6% sales tax.

promotion, you may be letting selfdoubts cloud your path. Either that

idea of being part of management,j
can still earn a good living and enjo
rewards of success. But if you belie

three AC & L manuals you most

manuals are available for $1.25

table about accepting that long-awa

to distribution manager. What he didn't
know how to handle was the fact that

and comments about Tony' thinking

and Public Relations.

the potential to develop strong lead^
ship qualities? If you answer"yes" t
these questions but don't feel comfc

point to ponder.
If you don't think you have the
leadership potential necessary for a
executive position or you don't like

are The Conference Speaker

Speaker, Speaking to Inform

What about you? Do you possess
fair share of flexibility? Do you hav

honest even when the
truth is hard to face.

business lunches and the need to asso
ciate with the firm's other managers,

able are The Entertaining

situations.

work that goes against your grain ii
many ways — and that's an import;

titles in this educational series

(The Discussion Leader) and
Specialty Speeches. Also avail

In most lines of work, the most

important single quality in a managi
flexibility — the ability to deal with
different people in a variety of

Good managers are

Explore Your
Opportunities!

to tell employees truths they may nc

you may be in a company or line of

P.O,BOX300-D,NORTH WEBSTER, IN 46555

t

will never materialize is becoming le

respect of staff members, you must
treat them with respect. Anyone who
has ever seen a supervisor reprimand

now published.

New Educational

corporations develop more human vy
of dealing with work situations the 1
of supervisor who promises raises tl

some executives, is that to earn the

Tony, who had spent four years
handling stock in a large warehouse,

service club for his own personal use and just

One thing managers do owe thos

common. Instead, we find the 1980
executive — someone confident eno

What seems obvious, but isn't to

people knows who ends up looking bad.
gives you 238 pages of good, current humor
Indexed for easy use. A bonanza for busy chair
men and editors. Good reading for anyone with

discussions. But few will be happy in

managers should be aware that some of
the seemingly harmless activities they
indulged in previously can now lose

an assistant in front of an office full of

"UNACCUSTOMED AS I AM"

tion should be free to develop rela

tionships that may involve personal

a rare one. All new employees and

Behind-the-back ridiculing of superiors
IF YOU'RE
INVOLVED,

misguided manager decides to questi
and counsel employees about their
personal lives. People in a work situa

enjoyed the breakfasts so much that
Pete's boss told him to start picking up

the tab on his expense account. He
knew the quality of human relation
ships in an office was more important

to productivity than the functioning of
the machines.

This can backfire, though, when a

you would make a good executive,]

yourself a chance. Here are three fi
tips to help you meet the challenge
your next promotion;
First, remember that the leaders
skills essential to becoming a top-r;

manager can be learned either thr
special training programs or on-tf
training.

Second,don't rush into your nev

and immediately decide what chan;

you're going to make. Changes she
be introduced only after you're fan
with the running of the departmer
This way you will minimize errors
avoid stirring up feelings of resent
ment.

Finally, when you're have a diffi
day, remember that someone belie
you could handle the job or you
wouldn't have been promoted. Tal
comfort in that reminder. Youll I

especially encouraging if the perso
who promoted you is someone yoi

trust and respect — the kind of exi
tive you're going to be some day s(

Sue DeBay is a free-lance writer who live
Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada.
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The eloquence of physical, spiritual,
emotional and intellectual vitality.
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BE
ALIVE
WilEN
YOL
SPEAK
by James W.Cox

Abraham Lincoln is supposed to have said
that when he heard a man preach he liked
to see him go at it in earnest, like a man
fighting a swarm of bees.
While a modern,sophisticated audience hardly
requires so much activity, it certainly demands
that the speaker show some real signs of life. This
vitality will be reflected in physical vigor, in
mental attitude and in the many little ways by
which a speaker communicates interest and
enthusiasm. If you are not moved by your subject,

you can't expect anyone else to be.
Some people with poor physical health have
been effective speakers. One has only to think of St.
Paul and his "thorn-in-the-flesh,"Robert Hall, the

Dr. Robert H. Schuller, 1978 Golden Gave! recipient.
FEBRUARY 1980
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eloquent 19th Century preacher who
struggled with ill-health all his life; and
Franklin D. Roosevelt, who, despite
heavy physical handicaps, swayed the
American nation from the public plat
form and by radio with his radiant
personality. These men transcended
physical limitations through inner
spiritual, intellectual and emotional
vitality. In fact, their obvious courage

became a part of their eloquence.
The ancient rhetoricians insisted that
the true orator was a man of full-orbed

integrity whose convincingness lay in
the impact of his total personality. A
bad man could not be an effective

speaker. Why? Because a person speaks
not merely with words, but with all that
he is.

In The Art of Extempore Speaking, M.

Bautain wrote:"The orator . . . unless

he chooses to become the advocate of

falsehood, is always with the truth. He
must feel and think whatever he says,
and consequently he may allow his face
and eyes to speak for themselves. As
soon as his soul is moved,and becomes

fervid, it will find immediate expressioi
in his countenance and in his whole
person, and the more natural and
spontaneous is the play of his physiog

nomy, the more effect it will produce

The Idea
eo G
v.ofnef

This doesn't mean you have to use al
your strength and express all your
feelings when you speak. You will mak
deeper and more lasting impressions b;
seeming to speak with great reserves

power always available, though unusei
I have sometimes felt that a speaker's

Putting New Life Into Ailing Clubs
Every new Toastmasters club starts with a burst of enthusiasm, but it's not
easy to maintain that energy level after the initial excitement wears off. Dick
Belferman, a member of Miipercen Club 891-36 in Alexandria, Virginia, and
governor of Area 16, has discovered a way to rejuvenate clubs that have sunk
into a period of decline.

Dick suggests that every district organize a corps of experienced, highly

vehemence was a substitute for true

feeling and that what the speech lackeo
in persuasiveness, the speaker hoped t(
gain by sheer physical force. The
unreality of the performance made me
suspicious. The speaker's manner hin
dered, rather than aided, my own pro
cesses of being convinced and per-

qualified Toastmasters who will be on call to help ailing clubs. You should have
no trouble finding people capable of providing this kind of assistance. Start with
the many former officers who are still involved in Toastmasters but no longer
active as leaders. Among these dedicated members are many talented people
who would probably be eager to help clubs having problems in particular areas
such as club programming, community relations, club leadership or
membership retention.
These individuals could attend club meetings and then share their
observations and suggestions for improvement in executive committee

sessions. Even after a club has pulled through a slump, the "specialist" could
check back periodically to make sure the club's problems are really over.
Everyone stands to benefit from such a program — including the"specialist."
That individual will gain a new kind of leadership experience that will sharpen
his or her ability to identify problems and develop long-range as well as
short-term solutions.

Many Toastmasters have served as mentors for new clubs, but few have

taken on the challenge of breathing new life into established clubs. That process
is just as important to the success of our organization as growth. The more we

do to help our clubs remain strong and healthy, the more our organization can
do to help each member reach his or her self-development goals.

Planning Successful Meetings —
the Importance of Careful Timing
Do your club meetings run so long that members start slipping out the back
door — or falling asleep — before the adjournment? That problem can be solved
easily through careful planning.
Kathy Mitchell, a member of Earlyrisers Club213-3 in Phoenix, Arizona, has
developed a detailed agenda form to prevent her club's meetings from running
overtime. The form also helps remind members of their responsibilities by
listing and setting a time limit for each task they are expected to perform during
the meeting. For example, the president is allowed seven minutes to call the
meeting to order, lead the pledge of allegiance, tell a joke, introduce guests,
conduct the business meeting and introduce the toastmaster of the meeting.
The toastmaster, table topic master and general evaluator are also given
specific duties and time limits. And the entire meeting is wrapped up in
66 minutes.

"This may appear rigid, but in actual practice our meetings are snappier than
ever," Kathy says. "Each individual is sensitive about stealing another's time.
With this agenda form at the lectern, even someone assigned at the last minute
is able to smoothly perform his or her duties within the time limit. These

improved efficiencies make our meetings flexible, smooth and enjoyable."
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Vitality is reflected In
the many ways you shovi
Interest and enthusiasm
suaded. However, it's only fair to note
that there will always be audiences tha
will regrettably respond to a demogague with false and dangerous ideas,
We must remember that Hitler and

Mussolini have lived and spoken and
persuaded millions — in the 20th
Century at that!
Quintilian wrote these words many
centuries ago, but they are as up-todate as today's newspaper:"It must b
allowed that learning does take away

something, as the file takes something
from rough metal, the whetstone froi
blunt instruments, and age from wini
but it takes away what is faulty; and
that which learning has polished is less
only because it is better.
"But(some) pleaders try by their
delivery to gain the reputation of
speaking with energy; for they bawl
every occasion and bellow out every
thing with uplifted hand, as they callil
raging like madmen with incessant

a.ction, panting and swaggering,and
with every kind of gesture and move
ment of the head.

"To clap the hands together, the
to stamp the foot on the ground, to
strike the thigh, the breast and the
forehead with the hand, makes a woi

derful impression on an audience of tl
lower order, while the polished speal
as he knows how to temper, to vary
to arrange the several parts of his
speech, so in delivery he knows how
adapt his action to every variety of
THE TOASTMASi

plexion in what he utters; and, if
rule appears to him deserving of
>tant attention, it would be that he

aid prefer always to be and to seem
lest. But the other sort of speakers
that'force' which ought rather to be

JOKES for mmm
For Toastmasters, Business Executives, Club Officers,

!d'violence.'"

Nonverbal Language
lestures do have a significant place
^hat Richard Whatley, an English
cian and theological writer, called
tural delivery." Most people gesture
hey talk informally in conversation.
:o eliminate gestures would seem to

Banqueteers, or anyone who has to talk.
An up-to-the-minute topical Joke-Bulletin with approximately 100 funny
one-liners, stories and roast lines. Created by top Hollywood comedy writers.
A great source of fresh professional material to humorize your speech for
any audience; any occasion. Current issue: $5.95. Send check or M.O. to:

JOKES UN-LTD.

against nature."
lestures are of two kinds. First,
re are expressive gestures. More

n anything else, they portray feeling
1 intensity of feeling. Watch a child
0 is extremely pleased or angry. His
ler bodily movements are sponeous and fall into no set pattern,
econd, there are descriptive geses. They "suit the action to the
rd, the word to the action." They
/delineate size, direction, appeal,
ulsion and the like. They may be

1357 Miller Drive, Dept. D-3, Hoilywood, CA 90069

Listen
and Succeed
Cassette tapes featuring condensations of best-selling books:
□ Psycho-Cybernetics
by Maxwell Maltz

□ How I Raised Myself
from Failure to Success

leak with feeling but
)n't allow yourself to
i overly sentimental.

in Selling by Frank Betlger

ference between a mechanical man

ening his mouth — uttering flat,
ttallic sounds and throwing his arms
out in meaningless angular gestures

and a real, live human being in
iion?

Follow these suggestions and your
eeches will come alive:

'Speak on what you believe in.
• Let yourself feel the full importance
what you say and what you are trying
accomplish.
• Respond emotionally to the
oughts and the words of your speech
you deliver them.
• Look to your audience for help,
he eloquent and persuasive Senator
lilliam E. Borah said,"The effective-

tss of a speech is determined largely
^the inspiration, or the assistance,
hich a speaker receives from lisIners." However, don't depend on such
lip from every audience. Sometimes it
ill be up to you to provide the atmos-

by David Schwartz

□ The Art of Public

Speaking byMillardBennetl
□ The Magic of Believing

□ The Greatest Salesman
in the World
by Og Mandino

Each only

Enclosed is my check or money order for

$9.95 rxi:Id

Name

Success Tapes
Dept. TM2
70 E. Howard

Eugene, OR 97404

(checked above) (g) $9.95. Totaf $

.tapes

Address

City

State.

- Zip.

Visa/M.C.#

Exp. Date

The best speech will be the honest
speech. Voice and gestures will have a
dramatic quality appropriate to the
nature of the material presented, but
they won't be melodramatic; they will
portray true feeling without being
overly sentimental. This does not mean
that the speech has to reflect the
speaker's current emotional or physical
state. If it did, the situation would be

like that described by Professor William
Lyon Phelps of Yale.
While on a cycling trip through
Europe, Phelps went to All Saints
Church in Oxford and heard the Public

Orator. He wrote in his Autobiography, "I
remember perfectly after all these years
the expression on his face in the pulpit.
He looked very unhappy. The subject
of the service was gratitude!"
Honesty in speech has to do more
with appropriateness of response to the
subject matter and the occasion than
with our mercurial moods. It is the duty
of the speaker to rise to the expecting
demands of subject and occasion.
Therefore, it's not honest to permit a
headache or a fit of depression to
obscure the brightness of the subject or

lere for the speech and win a hearing

dampen the spirits of an expectant

spite of the audience.

audience.

BRUARY 1980

□ Magic of Thinking Big

by Napoleon Hill

by Claude Bristol

Make checks payable to:

y graceful and highly appropriate,
ey help the listener see and feel what
I speaker is talking about,
rherefore, when the speaker comes
le, he or she speaks not only through
irds, but through every subtle change
countenance, through the kaleidoipic changes of color in his or her
ice and through physical movements,
dow does a speaker acquire this
ality, this quality that makes the

□ Think and Crow Rich

In public speaking there are oppor
tunities for people of a wide range of
temperaments and interests. Professor
Huston Smith of the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology speaks in a
quiet, deliberate style, yet his scholarly
competence, his vital interest in his
subject matter and his readiness to
speak combine to make him unusually
effective. On the other hand, intensity
of feeling and fast pacing, as well as
readiness to speak, are hallmarks of the
power of Walter Judd and Hubert
Humphrey.
Somewhere on the scale of indivi

duality there is a place for you. Finding
that place may not be easy. But by trial
and error, by gradually breaking
through your barriers of timidity and
by accumulating partial successes one
by one, you will find your place. For
nothing will bring out the latent best in
your personality quite so well as the
creative challenge of audiences that
need your instruction, your inspiration

and your encouragement ♦

Reprinted with permission from Learning to

Speak Effectively by James W. Cox. Pub
lished by Baker Book House, 1019 Wealthy
Street, Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506.
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What we con learn from the John Wayne legend.

by Joseph N. Bell

Thefame of Marion Michael
Morrison scarcely rests on his
public speaking. Yet, he did a
great deal of it. His audiences, of
course, knew him as John Wayne and
mostly turned out to gape at a myth
rather than listen to a speech. But
because dissembling was simply impos
sible — as well as unnecessary — for
Wayne, the public speeches he made
caught the flavor of both the man and
the myth. And they offer some fasdnating insights into why this man(as
suggested by Newsweek film critic Jack
Kroll)"more than any other star pro
vided not only fantasies to beguile the

in True Grit, which — in turn — in

spired the Harvard Lampoon to dare him
to"appear in the most radical, the most
intellectual, in short, the most hostile

territory on earth" to defend his politi
cal and philosophical views. Unlike
Lyndon Johnson and Richard Nixon,
Duke Wayne didn't select his public
forums for comfort. He went.

the speech ended with the audience
standing and shouting,"Duke,Duke,
Duke."

Why did he go?
"They challenged me," Wayne told
me a few years ago," and when I got
there they found out they don't disa
gree with me they disagree with some
image that's been built up of me. I don't
know where it came from, and it

"From what I see of the

world today,we could
all use a few heroes."

Imagination but role models for thou

sands of young Americans."

doesn't matter. 1 listen to everybody's
point of view, always have. Then when
1 finally make up my mind, that's it."
When he reached that point. Duke
Wayne didn't equivocate much. One of
his last public speeches took place at a
party of friends, acquaintances and
family at his Newport Beach, Cali
fornia, home just before his final ill
ness. Although it wasn't planned, the

public speeches catch the quintessen
tial Wayne and illustrate the point

The result was spectacular. Wayne
changed more minds — personally, not
philosophically — that day at Harvard

rather well.

than Henry Clay or Stephen Douglas

The first took place at a highly un
likely place for Wayne to surface: the

did in a whole lifetime of public speak
ing. And he did it by putting the reins in

campus of Harvard University. Wayne
was never one to turn away a chal
lenge, and a year before his first cancer
surgery, a group of Harvard students
wrote a letter calling him, according to
Wayne,"a big phony macho,or words

his teeth and taking on his audience at
the Harvard Square Theater frontally.
He rode a tank from the airport to the
campus and walked on stage carrying a
toy rifle. From his opening line —
"Coming here is like being invited to

to that effect." Wayne responded to this

lunch by the Borgias" — he had the

tequila — he didn't remember how

provocation like the one-eyed cowboy

Harvard student body in his pocket, and

much — with the Novocain. And third,

Two rather remarkable later life

FEBRUARY 1980

piece de resistance turned out to be an

oration by the host.
Normally, Wayne's public speeches
were mercifully short and done from
prepared notes. But on this evening,
three unexpected events changed the
order of things. First, Duke went to the
dentist that afternoon and came to the

party with a snootful of Novocain.
Second, he mixed a fair amount of

17

The tip of the Wayne iceberg is, of

course, a 50-year acting career that
included more than 200 movies gross
ing almost a half-hiilion dollars. But the

during the last few years of his life. Said|

box office figures. Indeed, Wayne at
tained such mythic proportions that a
growing cadre of intellectuals and
pointy-headed critics are spending a lot
of time and ink these days trying to
determine who he was and why he held
such a grip on the American psyche. If
Wayne is watching — and paying atten

this Great Western spokesman recent
ly:"Often people would open accounts
with us just because of the commer
cials. One customer came up to me at

tion, which is doubtful — he would be

'because the Duke told me to.'"

social and entertainment critics — rivu

lets that will probably turn into a tidal
wave in the years ahead:
Peter Hamill:"John Wayne was not a
hero. He was a actor who played
heated discussion with some visiting

journalists on two of his favorite sub
jects: the liberalpress(which Duke ran
together like DamnYankee) and the
Sierra Club (a California ecology group
which Duke always pronounced like a
dirty word).
Consequently, when he was called on
to talk, these matters were very much
on his mind — along with generous

doses of Novocain, tequila and passion.
Those who were privileged to hear the
resultant lengthy speech remember it
with awe. Duke opened all the stops.
Unhappily — since there was no pre
pared text and the journalists present
chose to deal with the party as a social
rather than a political event — the exact
remarks were never recorded. Thus the

capstone of the collected speeches of
Marion Michael Morrison is apparently
lost forever.

Some weeks later, 1 asked him to
reconstruct those comments for me,

and he tried. By God, he tried. The

passion was there, but not the tequila
or Novocain."I had a tooth out," he told

me manfully,"and they'd given me
some shots and then 1 starting beltin'
that tequila and they started talkin'
about this stuff and 1 thought,'Oh,

what the hell,' so 1 probably let loose on
them. 1 think 1 tied pretty good into the
liberalpress the night." That's all we
have left of that historic occasion.
What the Critics See

Over a period of 10 years or so, 1
spent a fair amount of time with
Wayne, researching a half-dozen maga
zine and news syndicate articles. I
started out hostile both to what 1

perceived of his views and what I
perceived of the man. Hostility toward
his views dissipated slowly as 1 realized
he didn't take them nearly as seriously
as some of his critics. And misgivings
about the man disappeared instantly
and totally when 1 realized he didn't
take himself all that seriously, either.
18

high-priced television commercials

substance of the man far transcends

vastly amused.
Here are a few samplings of the ghost
of John Wayne in analysis by various

in this hyperbolic state, he got into a

tuned into a recent comment by an

official of Great Western Savings and
Loan, for whom Wayne did a series of

heroes."

John Simon:"The last century had its
Iron Duke, Wellington; this century has
its Granite Duke, Wayne. Every era
gets the leader it deserves; John Wayne
is ours."

our Arcadia branch — he was wearing a|

cowboy hat — and told me that he'd just|
taken $40,000 out of another savings

and loan and deposited it with us
A Hero with Weaknesses

Wayne's self-analysis tended more to|
Savings and Loan than esoterica.
Searching for the secret of his grip on
the American psyche, he told me once:
"1 think I've always been popular in
Westerns because I've always played
the kind of fellow who had a little bit of|
bad as well as little bit of good in him
and had weaknesses. The only thing 1
stay away from is anything petty or

small. I'll be as rough as they come, but!
never mean or small.

If that sounds oversimplified, it's

Jack Kroll:"The paradox of John
Wayne is the paradox of the convervatism that the country — maybe the

than the overheated prose presently

Below the surface,

qualities easily perceived by hanging
around him for awhile were not mythii
Yet the impact of him was — which

Wayne had an

adds up to an anachronism that, to me,j

unexpected strain
of gentility.

lies at the bottom of any effort to
explain Wayne's hold on the public.

more in keeping with the man, himself,]
being written about him. The personall

The first time 1 met him,for exampl(|
we were grazing through artifacts in
the huge Trophy Room at his Newport

entire West — seems to be groping
toward. How to recapture the classical
virtues and energies, integrity and even
a righteous forcefulness, of indivi
dualism without losing the passion of
an extended fraternity or abandoning
the complicated covenants that alone
can hold the discordant forces of our
time in balance. . ."

Greil Marcus:"In the last decade,

John Wayne has been so venerated as
an American symbol, become so ob
vious and banal an icon, that he is now

safe. Even liberals, some contriving
elaborate rationalizations for his mythic
stature, have forgiven his politics . . . he
seems to have taken one last oppor
tunity to connect himself and us to an
heroically decent American we can
neither rationally credit nor emotional
ly surrender. His natural superiority is
redeemed from cynicism by open
humor which keeps the character alive.
This John Wayne is flawed enough to be
wholly admirable, and he leaves behind
an overwhelming, almost faded sense of
moral symmetry: a sense not of any
thing so hard as justice, but of some
thing more like fairness."
Wayne probably wouldn't argue with
any of this, but he also probably
wouldn't read it. He would be more

Beach home when the front door bell j

rang. We were alone in the house,and!
he parted the window curtains just
slightly to see who was at the door.
"Jesus Christ," he said,"it's a couple of
Pilar's friends and they'll want to talk.
Now we're just going to stand here am
keep quiet 'til they go away."
And so we did, like two school child-|
ren caught in some forbidden game,
standing immobile and silent in the
darkened Trophy Room while the
visitors battered the front door. WheJ
they tired of this, instead of leaving,

they pushed the door. It opened. Then|j
they were in the hallway, calling out

Filar Wayne's name. Then they openet

an

ha
an

mc

IVl

he

eTrophy Room door, and there we
ere. It was a situation out of Dagwood
imstead or early Neil Simon,and
at's precisely the way the mythic John
ayne handled it. Badly. Yet he lost

Wp

idling in my eyes afterward. Maybe
at's what he meant when he said he

wys played the kind of fellow who

ad weaknesses." Maybe they always

m

owed just below the herioc surface,
id maybe it was that subliminal
lality that had much to do with

iR

eating the John Wayne myth.
Isaw other similar incidents, and
ey made Duke Wayne credible. It was
esuggestion of this sort of vulner-

j

iiity that made the bombast palatable
a lot of people who seldom agreed
ith his stated views. No public figure
my memory was able to disarm his

iponents as effectively as Wayne.
Shirley MacLaine was reaching for

A CLASH OF WILLS — Wayne perpetuates his tough-guy image in a scene from "Rooster

at when she said:"One of the reasons

confrontation over his record of killing criminals.

Cogburn. " As Marshal Rooster Cogburn, he is challenging judge Parker fJohn Mclntirel in a legal

hn Wayne was still a big star when he
IS99 years old was that people always
lew where he was at. His politics may

ve belonged in the dung heap, but at
ist he was an actor who believed in

mething." And Joan Baez said a few
ars ago that "although there are some

ople with whom 1 wouldn't agree
ilitically, they haven't made tJiemIves that offensive to me — like John

^yne."She recalled Duke's appear-

ot our society.

"From what 1 see of the world today,
we could all use a few heroes. Even our

bad script out of the Republic Studio

sports pages are full of guys who refuse
to report for practice or get busted or
jump out of bushes at little girls. 1 don't

era. He consistently referred to his

"I hope it will always
be remembered that

d, white and blue daisy and recited
ilemnly:"The sky is blue, the grass is

I had great pride
in my work."

larine."

his sort of self-parody(which exded to many of his later movie
IS, including his Academy Award

first cancer surgery eight years ago as a
"victory over the Big C" with the help
of the"Man Upstairs." And he once told

tce on Laugh-In in which he held up a

een so get off your butt and be a

He had a tendency to say things that
sounded as if they were cribbed from a

me about being awakened by a prowler
whom he routed "with an old Rodney in
my hand." But this is surface Wayne —
and below that surface was an unex

pected strain of gentility and a strange
sort of abstraction. Kids, including his
own,liked him — and kids are hard to

con. Wayne never seemed to take what

know where kids are going to turn for

heroes anymore. Every cop and sheriff

he was saying as seriously as he might
have liked to have you think. He could
be distracted instantly from the most

you see these days is a heavy. The
townspeople are always a bunch of
jerks while the guy on the motorcycle
with the funny cigarette — a character
who hasn't done one constructive thing
in his life except maybe throw ketchup
at some old waitress — is your hero.
You can always tell the bad guy these
days. He's the one who works for a
living — and maybe waves a flag once in

arm's length thing. 1 love my children. I
love all kids as a matter of fact, and I

awhile."

show my feelings. That means if my
children do something 1 don't like, 1

|twe're losing our respect for good

This, too, is quintessential Wayne,
and he believed it passionately. Yet,
even these views, so close to the Wayne

Irkmanship, and everything is being

soul, miss some of his essence. To the

gged down to the lowest common

degree that they simply underscore the
image of the reactionary frontiersman,
the Bourbon cowboy stamping out
bureaucratic bad guys who would break
down our resolve and destroy our indi

ining performance in True Grit) made

ike a slippery target for hostility,
in though he was constantly saying
idoing things that invited the wrath
liberals but made a lot of sense to

iple who bought theater tickets to

him fight for some amorphous last
ition of individualism.

Idunno where it's all going to end,"
told me almost wistfully a few years
)."ls a fellow never again going to
icredit for putting in extra effort or
ng smarter? 1 have this awful feeling

lominator by politicians looking for
esand trying to make people class
isdous. The individual doesn't figure
ymore. Only groups. We seem to

re lost sight of the fact that groups

viduality with such flabby liberal pro

imade up of individuals.
'The government taxes half of us to

grams as gun control and food stamps

and environmental impact reports, they

pport the other half, and more and

miss Duke Wayne. His essence lies

jre wives in middle class families have
vork to keep up their standard of
ng. It's all reaching a crucial point

somewhere behind the bombast, the

image. This is the anachronism of

ause the government is breaking up
American family with its taxing
icies. And the family is the backbone

Wayne that made it possible for him to
build bridges between true believers of
many faiths.
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tough talk, the shoot-from-the-hip

profound philosophizing or heated poli
tical rhetoric by a flock of geese flying
overhead or an old crony dropping by
for a game of backgammon or chess.
He once told me simply and matterof-factly:"Young people have great
respect for me as I have for them,so we
get along great, and it's not such an

really don't have to do much except
show disappointment. They're sensitive
enough to realize how 1 feel. Once in
awhile Til growl at them over some
little thing so they'll know I'm still

around, but I haven't had any real
trouble with any of them, thank God. I

don't worry about them. I expect decent
and respectful behavior — and that's
what 1 get."
His eldest son, Michael — now the

president of the film company his
father organized — would agree com

pletely."He's always pictured," says
Mike Wayne of his father,"as being
rigid, set in his ways. Well, that's only
true with respect to himself and what
he wanted to do. But with his kids, he
19

was always remarkably liberal. He's let
us work things our for ourselves. He
suggested, but he never interfered."

Wayne's

The anachronisms are endless. This

actor, most noted for his heroic deeds

on screen and his unflagging pa
triotism, never entered the armed
forces in World War II. And this man

who always carried a reputation for
action rather than thought and was
often scorned intellectually was a

Wit and Wisdom

straight"A"student who was once in

line for an appointment to Annapolis.
Wayne made a wry reference to that
after his alma mater, the University of
Southern California, gave him an
honorary fine arts degree. Commented
Wayne:"Some wise guy said I was
probably the only man who ever re
ceived an honorary degree he couldn't
read. I guess the most important thingl

If you want to drop a name in your next public speech, you might
try some of the following John Wayneisms:
•

I believe in my country, my family, my fellow man, my God. I
believe in straight talk and freedom, with the accent on free, which
is still the best four letter word I know. I believe in hope for people
of all ages, sticking up for what you believe in, giving a fellow a
second or even a third chance — but keeping your eye on him.
•

I believe the moon's a nice place to visit, but I wouldn't want to live
there because this country on this planet is man's last chance to make

learned at USC was that it would have

a go of it for humanity.

with a name like Marion."

been foolhardy to go out into the world

^

Wayne's final struggle with the "Big
C" was followed literally day-by-day by
hundreds of millions of people all over

Every man and woman or child I've ever known, met, seen or heard
wants one thing more than anything else-in the world: tomorrow.
That's the only thing any of us have going for us.

the world. One of the doctors on that

•

I think any man who makes an"X" rated picture should be made to
take his own daughter to see it.

final surgery team said afterward:"Thi
man has a tremendous will to live." An

•

This is a good country with good people in it. Good people don't
always agree with one another. Maybe the best thing we do in this
country is agree to disagree once in a while — but with a certain
amount of civility. And that's what seems to be missing these days
— a certain amount of civility. We're shouting when we should be
talking. We're arguing when we should be conversing. We're angry
when we should be reasoning. I think the best single thing all of us
can do is calm down and maybe think a little bit more and talk a little

so he did. And a lot ordinary human
beings seemed to have a stake in his
survival because Wayne belongs to a
nearly extinct breed of larger-than-life
people who have claimed a measure
of immortality on this earth — an
immortality we would all like to share,
even vicariously, with the Duke.
A few years before he died, Wayne
said:"You're going to think I'm being
corny, but this is how I really feel: I
hope my family and my friends will be
able to say that I was always a kind am
fairly decent man.
"I hope that I appeal to the more
carefree times in a person's life rather
than to his reasoning adulthood. I'd jui
like to be an image that reminds some
one of joy rather than of the problems

bit less.

of the world.

I think the lesson you learn on the football field is a basic one: if the
player on the other side of the scrimmage is as good as or better
than you, you don't care what color, religion or nationality he is.
You respect him. Respect for the other fellow is what democracy is
all about — and I think respect for the country goes hand in hand. I
don't know of any country in the history of the world that's been
more lied about, jeered at or pushed around.
•

I learned a lot at the University, but I think the most important
thing I learned is that it would have been foolhardy to go out into
the world with a name like Marion.
•

,

"And I hope it will always be remem
bered that I had great pride in my wor
even to the point of being the first one
on the set in the morning. I'm a
professional."
Seldom has a human being written!
more fitting epitaph for himself. And
maybe in a few simple words it catche
the qualities of John Wayne we'd all 111

It's easy to be afraid in the world today. Life is so complicated.
Technology has put us in a computer age, and I'm sure there are
times when everyone has a feeling that it's too tough to face up to.
That is where we need God .. . to have faith in a Supreme Being,
but to be man enough to face up to things. The only alternative is to
attempt escape, which, so far, no one has been able to do.
•

Everyone talks about the generation gap. Well, if there is a
generation gap, why don't you fill it with love and prayers.

most to emulate.#

I trust everybody until they prove themselves wrong.
•

There's a lot great about life, but I think tomorrow is the most
important thing. It comes to us every midnight very clean, perfect
when it arrives and is put in our hands. It hopes we've learned

]oseph N. Bell has been a free-lance writer for
the past 25 years with work appearing in all
major American magazines. As film critic for

something from yesterday.

The National Observer and entertainma

^

I believe in common decency, without which no society or good will
can exist.

,

I believe in hope for people of all ages and that equal opportunity is
based on equal obligation.

99

writer for the Christian Science Monitoi
the Los Angeles Times and several natiot
magazines, he has covered the Hollywood sctt»
for two decades. He has also written six book
and has taught non-fiction writing at the
University of California (Irvine)for the past
12 years.
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Evaluators who can overlook o speaker's weaknesses
are more likely to discover hidden strengths.

IGNORINC SPEAKING FAULTS
by David R. Haapala

Kenneth McFarland — the"dean"
of the public speaking profes
sion — was in top form the
night he delivered the keynote address
at the National Speakers Association's
1978 Convention in Louisville, Ken

tucky. He's a polished speaker: inspir
ing, rich in knowledge and exciting to

Isten to. And,as always, he gave his
best to the NSA audience. But one

element of his personal style — his
habit of adjusting his glasses almost
constantly — puzzled some listeners.
During a question-answer session

following his NSA speech, someone
asked him why he touches his glasses so
frequently when delivering a speech.
"1 do it, he said,"because they keep
sliding down my nose."
Nothing more needed to be said. The
audience laughed, dismissing the
implied criticism in the question as

him a little."Hey,kid, you're holding
the bat all wrong. You're supposed to
hold it with the label up so you can
read it."

Young Hank Aaron had a simple
retort: "I didn't come up here to read,"
said the man who would later beat Babe
Ruth's home run record.

Our experience in Toastmasters
should be analogous. We don't come to
Toastmasters merely to learn rules, or
to have our idiosyncrasies dissected.
Mainly, we want to become better
communicators. The question, how
ever, remains: How do we do this? How

can we become stronger if our weak
nesses are not exposed?
Overcoming Fear
First, speakers need to develop con
fidence. For example, wouldn't you

ridiculous. That minor fault, when

Many speaking faults

compared to Dr. McFarland's great
talent, wasn't important enough for
him — or anyone else — to beVon-

should be treated

as symptoms of fear.

cerned about.

Over the years, a number of articles
onspeech evaluation have appeared in
this magazine. Some have urged us to
be tougher, some softer. Some tell us to
be more forthright while others caution

agree that many distracting move
ments speakers make are merely mani

gardener doesn't criticize a new sprout
for not having blossoms or fruit.
Instead, he patiently waters,cultivates
and fertilizes the new plant, feeling
confident that it will, in its own time,

reach its full potential. Evaluators who
show speakers that kind of acceptance
will see many "faults" simply melt
away.

A second reason for not dwelling too
much on a speaker's faults is because
they may be significant when compared
to the individual's strengths. Take a
ventriloquist, for instance. He should
have the ability to speak without

moving his lips, right? And yet, Edgar
Bergen's lips obviously moved every
time Charlie McCarthy talked. Imagine
what the world would have lost if

Bergen had worried too much about
correcting that deficiency. It was his
great strength as a comedian that
counted. The "fault" became unim
portant.

Or think about Johnny Carson for a
moment. Impressionist Rich Little can
put a Las Vegas audience into hysterics
with his imitation of Carson's
numerous mannerisms and self-con

it make more sense to help speakers

scious gestures. Yet, wouldn't you
agree that these are a part of the
personality that endears Carson to

us to be more tactful.

overcome their lack of confidence than

America's TV audience? Some "faults"

This dialogue is important; it con
cerns the most difficult thing we do in
Toastmasters next to speaking itself.
How should we correct a speaker's
faults? Should we deal with them boldly
and directly, or should we temper our

to risk inhibiting or embarrassing them
with a recital of their shortcomings?
Dale Carnegie warned instructors of
his successful speaking course to con

may actually be assets.
Creative Speaking
Since speaking is an art, we should be

criticism in an effort to diminish the

sting? My answer is neither. A better

way to handle many speaking faults is,
simply, to ignore them.
Does that sound like heresy? Don't

festations of their fears? Then doesn't

centrate on the causes rather than the

effects of poor communication. Over
and over again he admonished:"Don't
treat symptoms — treat the disease!"
Fear is the disease. Many faults are only
symptoms.

wecome to Toastmasters to have our

Evaluators can help speakers most by
urging them to experiment. Help them

faults corrected? No,I believe the pur

see that both failures and successes are

pose of Toastmasters transcends that.
We come to Toastmasters to become

steps pf progress. Offer encouragement
and sincere praise and concentrate on

more effective speakers. This is an impor

strengths rather than weaknesses. Not

tant distinction.

only do the speakers being evaluated
gain confidence from such stimulation,

A number of years ago, a littleknown rookie with the Milwaukee

but others who are observing will be

Braves came up to bat for his first time

positively motivated as well.

ina major league game. The opposing
catcher used the opportunity to needle

as a gardener sows his seeds. The
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An evaluator should handle a critique

careful not to let rules and conventions

become too important. In "The Art of
Speaking"{The Toastmaster, January
1979), Leon Fletcher wrote,"A speech
can be a work of art — if you aren't
afraid to break the rules. Be creative.

Follow the lead of the world's greatest
artists and you'll be on the road to
better speaking." I couldn't agree more.
Because good speaking is an art, you
can't master it simply by following a list
of "dos and don'ts."

Concert pianist Arthur Rubenstein
vividly remembers the two wrong notes
he played in a Chopin polonaise during
a London recording session. When the
technicians offered to record the piece

again, he protested:"No, no, no — I was
inspired, I played it, oh,so beautifully,
21

that I was dying of pleasure. I played it
with my heart. You cannot repeat that a
second time,"

Later that evening, he learned by a

trans-Atlantic telephone call that his
wife had given birth to his eldest son as
he was playing Chopin's music. Ecstatic,
Rubenstein declared;"All right. 1 will
leave it at that. 1 will have it published

and he will always know what his
father did while he was born: the

polonaise with two wrong notes."
Rubenstein believes too much tech

nique at the expense of melody pro
duces an adverse reaction from his

listeners. A good evaluator knows this
is true in speaking as well.
That doesn't mean accepted styles.

rules and conventions are not impor

tant. But they should serve speakers —
not rule them. We must remember that

a speaker's main purpose is to com
municate, not to master techniques.
In a 1976 White House ceremony,
former President Ford honored a
teacher from North Carolina."What

subjects do you teach?" the President

The Virtue of Making an Idiot of Yourself
by Tom McDonough
There is one virtue of participa
tion in Toastmasters that I have

never heard praised — the oppor

advantage of this opportunity. They

humbling experience.) He also gave a

don't realize that the farther they
reach, the more they will grasp, even

speech in which he pretended to be a
descendent of Count Dracula.
There were times when he almost

tunity to make a complete idiot of

if they don't always grasp what

yourself.
At first, idiocy may not seem to be

they're aiming at.

refused to present such speeches

A karate expert learned this under
very different circumstances. This

because he was afraid of being

anything to brag about. If you are an
idiot, why broadcast it? If you aren't,

why create a new impression that
can hardly enhance your image?

Surely the world enjoys such an
abundance of stupidity that there is
no reason to contribute to it de

liberately. So what's virtuous about
making an idiot of yourself? The

man, C.W. Nicol, was a Welshman
who went to Japan just to study
karate. In his autobiography. Moving
Zen, he recalls that after he had been

studying karate for some time, he
was told to study kendo, the

Japanese art of sword fighting. He
argued that he'd come thousands of

humiliated, sometimes with good

reason. One anonymous critic in his
club said he belonged on the"Gong
Show." But on he went. In short, he

made a complete idiot of himself.
But in the process of doing all these
insane things, he learned a great deal
about giving speeches, about enter
taining people and about himself. His

answer lies in the need for growth

miles to study karate, not kendo. But

and in the unique environment of a

he was told that by practicing moves

serious speeches began to improve,
and he even won some speech

with a wooden sword, he would

contests.

Toastmasters club meeting.

Most of those who join a Toastmasters club are trying to grow.

They are attempting to develop new

learn things about his body that he
would never learn just by practicing
karate. He tried it and discovered

branches of personality, to turn

subtle qualities of space, muscle and

limited speaking skills into powerful

coordination that he'd never noticed

ones. Having been in Toastmasters
for more than two years, 1 know this

growth can occur. I've seen it happen
repeatedly. I've seen many people
discover speaking talents they didn t
know they had. And the ones who
grew the most were often those who
tried the hardest. They were in a

position oddly like that of the
comedians of the vaudeville days.
Professional comedians say the

biggest problem facing young comics

today is that they have no place to be

before. These qualities helped him in
the seemingly unrelated karate com

petitions. Eventually, he passed the
grueling test for the coveted Black
Belt in karate.

The same principle applies if you
want to become a top-notch speaker.
You must try to do things you don't

think you can do. Only by going
beyond your limits will you discover
what your limits really are, and
you'll probably find that your real
limits are much farther away than

bad. The old-timers had vaudeville
and the Borscht Belt, where they

you thought they were.
For example, 1 know of an intro

could present their earliest attempts

verted scientist who had a hard time

at humor without fearing that their
careers would be ruined if they
failed. There was always a chance to

try again. Because opportunities for
inexperienced comedians are far
fewer today, many find themselves
in a Catch-22 situation; They can't

get experience because they don't
have experience.
Inexperienced public speakers
would face the same problem if it
weren't for Toastmasters. In our

clubs, everyone has a chance to speak
in front of a sympathetic audience.

Yet many members don't take full

speaking to anyone but himself. He

joined Toastmasters and forced him
self to give crazy speeches that went
far beyond anything he'd done in

public. He recited a soliloquy from
Hamlet, first as Richard Burton

might have done it, then as Johnny
Cash. He told a tall tale about the
"Cosmic Cucumber Connection" and

illustrated his theme by pulling a
watermelon out of a bag at the

climax of his speech.(He'd expected
it to be greeted by thunderous
laughter, but the joke laid an egg
bigger than the watermelon. A very

That introverted scientist was me.

The experience that taught me
how to express myself would never
have been possible if 1 hadn't been
part of a group of people 1 came to
regard as friends, people whom 1
could fail miserably in front of

without fearing they would think
less of me.
Your club offers more resources

than most members ever take advan
tage of, the most important one

being that it is a place where your
failures won't be witnessed by your

boss or your enemies. Don't be con
tent to give cautious, reserved
speeches. You will progress that
way, but slowly — and without ever
discovering some of your finest
hidden talents.

Someone once made a lot of

money on the slogan,"Dare to be
great!" Instead, you should try, just
in your club, to occasionally live up
to the slogan,"Dare to be lousy!"
Sometimes, you will be. But you will
grow. The crazy kendo will sharpen
your verbal karate, and you will get
yourself a Black Belt in speechmaking.
At least I did.
Banzai!

Tom McDonough is president of]LP/
Caltech Club 3292-F in Pasadena,
California.
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td."I don't teach subjects," the
nen replied."I teach children." It's
ious that she had clearly defined her
as a teacher. Incur attempts to
blize what we should be doing, we
letimes fail to define our real objec-

book in brief

s.Too much attention to the "sub-

matter" of speaking can sterilize the
irovement process. Evaluators may
rules to describe what a speaker does,
they shouldn't prescribe what a
akerdoes.

You can build o fortune of knowledge and a foundafion for success by reading one or
more of fhese fine books. Learn tfie art of speaking from fine experfs of fhe fop. Eactn
book is avoiiabie from World Headquarters,and each can help you reach your highest
speaking goals. May we suggest. . .

Unique Speaking Styles
onsider some of our best-known

temporary speakers. What strikes

• A MASTER GUIDE TO PUBLIC SPEAKING — By Robert L Montgomery.An expert with vast
experience as a speaker reveals the inside secrets of the most successful speechmokers.

is not how they all conform to

A must for beginning and advanced speakers.

ain "rules," but how dissimilar they
Cavett Robert's Mississippi accent

(B-5)

stage-wide, gyrating gestures are a
jway from the booming, clear tones
stay-in-the-pulpit stance of
rman Vincent Peale. Ira Hayes starts

• HOLD YOUR AUDIENCE — ByWiliiam J. McCuliough.Adynamicguidewitha wealth of

slowly, with a hand-in-the-pocket

'....$9.95

moferiai on how to prepare and deliver a speech.
(B-9)

$4.95

• UNCLE BEN'S QUOTEBOOK — By Benjamin R. De Jong. A potpourri of unforgettable

ualness, talking about his name,
ore ripping into a rapid-fire, exhibit-

quotes that can help you odd power to any speech.
(B-11)

tn exhortation on enthusiasm and

• ROLES SPEAKERS PLAY — By James C. Humes. Practical advice from on expert public

ismanship. Zig Ziglar frequently
scomical gestures — crouching on
jeand yanking a water pump
idle, for example. Can you imagine
urchill doing that? Or, how can we
mpare the deep, Anglo-Saxon tones
[hurchill's "fight-them-on-theiches" speech with Martin Luther
s emotional, down South refrain,

lave a dream?" Charlie Jarvis and

the True are very funny men, but

$7.95

speaker on how to prepare a speech for every occasion.
(B-2)

$9.95

• HOW TO WIN AUDIENCES WITH HUMOR — By Winston K. Pendieton.Tipsfrom oneof your
favorife funnymen on how, when and why fo put humor into your speeches.
(B^)

$3.95

• KINESICS: THE POWER OF SILENT COMMAND - By Meriyn Cundiff. One of fhe v^rid's
foremost authorities on body language reveals all the techniques you need to know to
unleash this incredible power over others. Paperback.
(B^)
$3.45

nMcFarland's forte isn't humor,and

hop Sheen delighted his audiences in
luch more subtle way.
Speaking is as rich and individualistic

lahuman personality. It reflects the
ta of our experience, thoughts and

(lings — conveyed in a way that is as
lique as the person who is speaking.

It's not the evaluator's duty to define

kat is"correct" and then attempt to
iure that the speaker conforms to
itstandard. Good evaluators are

;ely nonjudgmental. They look for
itis"right" rather than what is

kong." They tell the speaker what
eybelieve is working and encourage
mor her to experiment further. Good
aluators are confident that if "faults"

ignored, they will probably dispear or become insignificant. Above

• THE CAVETT ROBERT PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT COURSE - By Cavett Robert.
Toostmosters' 1972 Golden Gavel recipient shows you,in 16 easy lessons, howtowinthe
respect, admiration and esteem of every person you meet.
(B-7)

$8.00

• PERSONALLY SPEAKING — By Dr. Ralph C. Smediey. Contains Dr. Smediey's thoughts
and insights on speaking, evaluating, club programming and many other aspects of
communications.

(Bh63)

$3.00

• AUDIOVISUAL HANDBOOK — A comprehensive look at how to successfully add visual
aids and audio and video recordings to your presentations.
(1193)

$1,50

• LISTENING TO LEARN MANUAL — An introduction to the techniques of effective
listening.
(1200)

$1.25

Add 20% postage and handling to oil items. California residents add 6% sales tax.

,they recognize that there are many
ktive ways of speaking, and they are
imble enough to admit that there are

rules, laws or conventions that apply
iversally . .. including this one.'fr
David R. Haapala is past
president of Cosmopolitan

* "

STATE/PROVINCE.

CITY

polis, Minnesota. He has

Enclosed Is $_

ployed as a pilot for

itkmt Orient Airlines.
BI7UARY 1980

ADDRESS

COUNTRY

courses for a number of
years and is now em-

DISTRICT NO.

NAME

Club 5 7 5-6 in Minnea

taught Dale Carnegie
/

CLUB NO.

ZIP.

_ (U.S.) ctteck or money order payable to Toostmosters

International for(quantity)
(B^S)

(B-7)

.(B-5)
(B-63).

(B-9)
(1193).

(B-11)

(B-2)

(B-4)

(1200).

Send your orders to: Toostmosters International, 2200 N. Grand Ave., P.O. Box 10400,Santo Ana,
CA 92711.
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Why good news

.

.

mokes headlines

.

in public speaking.

§ay It
with a

Silver Lining
by Shan Finney

A speaker's concept of a powerful

the first screening to reach a listener's

word probably won't include

consciousness.

"ice cream." People are moved

By the time a speaker approaches the
podium, the listener's decision to tune
in to the presentation is established.
But, attention being notoriously fickle,
our senses persist in scanning the hori

by abstract words such as"liberty" and
"war,""health" and "ecology." A term

describing a frozen dessert doesn't be
long in the same company — even if it

likely to be remembered. Many peoplf
are incurable optimists; they want the
silver lining with every cloud.
Phychologists Margaret Matlin and
David Stang refer to this phenomenoi
as the"Pollyanna Principle," and their

zon. Behind the cover of intently

research reinforces earlier studies of
this kind. Good news is communicatei

cream,even though you can repeat

focused eyes, nerve endings hover,
awaiting the advent of a higher
priority. Consequently, the first mutter

most willingly; pleasant words comet
mind most readily and most often; anr
the most pleasant word in a pair of

"liberty and death"from sunup 'til

of distress from an infant will find its

sundown without attracting the
interest of a single, grinning nine-yearold. Kids have a tendency to hear what

way into a parent's consciousness over
God,country and bursting bombs.
When a movie plot breaks down,com

antonyms(such as better and worse)
appears more frequently in both speei

can reach out and snag young ears
three blocks away in a thunderstorm.

Liberty is more meaningful than ice

they want to hear. They respond to "ice

pelling memories of last week's picnic

cream" because they like it. That
doesn't make it a powerful word.

take over. A tantalizing conversation

and writing. Magazine word counts
have shown "love" used nearly seven
times as often as"hate,""life" nearly!
times as often as"death" and "good"

can drift 20 feet across a room to

more than five times as often as "bad.'

interrupt a boring monologue.
Yet,in order to be memorable,a

It seems safe to conclude that peopli
will listen to and retain what they like
to hear — and they like to hear some
thing that's pleasant. And yet, if the
entire realm of language were limitedl

People listen better
wtien speakers tell ttiem
whiot ttiey wont to hieor.
Or does it? Adults exercise the same

speech has to find its way into a lis
tener's consciousness and stay there

Even if the subject is interesting and
significant, the content is wellorganized and the delivery skillful, dis

this outlook, we'd find ourselves withj
very little to communicate with and

tractions can — and probably will — vie

even less to communicate about. Un

for attention.

than the speaker's message grabs our

broken pleasantry can blur into verba
fluff less stimulating than soda
crackers. But even though no topic ca
— or should — be presented complett
and exclusively in glowing terms, the:
is a message here for speakers and

An audience rarely abandons a

uncanny discretion as children when it

speaker deliberately. In fact, we're often

comes to hearing what they want to
hear — and hearing is the first step
toward listening and remembering. In
the clamor of everyday life, it isn't

embarrassed about it — but we do give
in when something more compelling
attention. Adults, like children, listen to

writers.

possible to give full attention to every

what they want to hear.

It's important to keep in mind that
the process of focusing perception is
not a fully conscious activity. The
impact of words and the way they're
combined can be extremely subtle —

thing that bumps into our senses.

Selective perception works at a sub
conscious level, sifting and choosing
what we're going to see, feel and hear.
Without this screening process, the
human mind might be even less effi
cient than a television set tuned to all 14

channels at once. Traditionally power
ful words have less impact than terms
such as"ice cream"if they can't get past

Pleasant Words

What adults want to hear, surprising

ly enough, is not unlike what children
want to hear. Psychological studies on

perception and learning indicate that
most people show a marked preference
for things that are pleasant, lively and

fact, subliminal. With awareness and

loving. In the English language, pleas
ant words are used much more fre

same level at which intrusions enter
listener's consciousness. The knacko

quently than unpleasant words. Pleas

speaking to the unconscious mind hal

practice, a speaker can compete again

distractions by aiming words at the

ant stimuli are more readily received

than unpleasant, or even neutral,
stimuli, and pleasant events are more
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produced great orators and advertising
wizards, as well as psychologists. The
technique of making words and context
pleasing has a place among the basic
elements of good communication. By
learning to give your speech a silver
lining, you can increase the odds against
being tuned out unintentionally.
The images and associations evoked
by words are accompanied by values.
Antonyms are among the more con
spicuously valued words, and they lend
themselves to subtle combinations.

According to Webster,an antonym is a
word opposed in meaning to another.
Opposition implies values, and an
tonyms come with values built in,
tacked on and dangling behind. It's good
to be up, bad to be down. Most people
want to be better, nobody wants to be

worse. It's better to be clean than dirty,
better high than low, better right than
wrong.

If you focus your phrasing around
the pleasant member of each antonym
pair, your presentation will be easier to
listen to. For example, it's possible to
withold a reward rather than punish, to
not encourage rather than discourage,
to acknowledge that the battle's not
won rather than admit defeat. You can

say that the meeting hall was half-filled
during your speech — or would you
rather say half-empty? There is a dif
ference, and it doesn't have to leap out
and slap you to be significant.
Abe Lincoln had a knack for positive
phrasing, demonstrated in the following
examples:
• YoHr thousand pretenses for not getting
along better are all nonsense — they deceive
nobody but yourself.
• Every man is proud of what he does well:and
no man is proud of what he does not do well.

IRU/(Ry 1980
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The positive member of the antonym
pair appears in both quotations. If

Once you understand this technique
you can make contrasts without usine;

"badly" or "poorly" is substituted, the
meaning isn't altered appreciably — but
the feel of the words becomes altogether
different. A solid flow of negative
words and images makes listeners un
comfortable. Antonyms can be played
against their opposites to break up a

direct opposites. For instance,"argue
and "care" are not literal antonyms, bu:

painful chain of"bad" words. Follow up
comments on poor attendance with a

Toastmasters'^
49th Annual

Convention
A world famous communications

event featuring:

positive statement such as,"Those who
came had a great time!" When you're
delivering bad news, the audience is
more likely to listen if it sounds like
good news. There's no need to use a
sledge hammer when you can entice
them with ice cream.

• internationaiiy recognized speakers
and communication experts

• Exciting entertainment and tourist
attractions

• informative and inspiring
educational seminars

• The thrilling international Speech

Striking Contrasts

Synonyms can be used to add color to
your sentences, phrases and images.
Synonymous words aren't necessarily
identical in meaning. They're usually
similar, often equivalent and sometimes
interchangeable. By substituting a

variety of synonyms for pleasant and
unpleasant antonyms it's possible to

Contest

And MUCH more!

Spend,your next vacation in the
fabulous city of Milwaukee. Experi
ence a Toastmasters convention,

it's too good to miss!

achieve varying shades of meaning and
emphasis as well as striking contrasts.
The following exercise demonstrates
this technique and provides a helpful
device for getting started.

The Marc Plaza Hotel

A solid stream of

negative words makes
listeners uncomfortabie.

'A
' •' •

1

^

First, write down a few antonym

pairs. For example: big/small, better/
worse, fast/slow. Now make a list of

synonyms for each word. A thesaurus

.-.-V-vr
-V

t 1 ■

A. V
V■

f.'.

and a dictionary may stimulate your
thinking at this point. In Roget's Thesau
rus, the entry for "big" refers us to
"size." Under this heading, we find:
fatness, giant, fat persons, sizable, impressive,
bulky, oversized, huge, vast and fat. From the
"giant" category, there's co/ossms; monu
mental and stupendous are listed under
"huge"; and "sizeable" yields substantial,
capacious and comprehensive (and much,
much more under all headings). Pick
out what you like and think up your own

synonyms. Already a wide variety of
meanings for your antonyms should be
j-i.i'- -'A

Adlai Stevenson:

Let me say, too, that I have been heartened:,
the conduct of the convention. You have argue
and disagreed because as Democrats you care
and care deeply. But you have disagreed and
argued without calling each other liars and
thieves, without despoiling our best traditions .'
any naked struggles for power.
The opposed values give emphasis li
the statement while magically convert

ing the negatives to positives. There's
pleasant surprise in hearing that all tin
arguing and disagreeing was good. It's
also significant that the negative valut

were placed ahead of the positive in tin
second and third sentences.(Note als(

that the opening sentence signals gooc
things to come.)
In random listings of word pairs,
researchers have observed a general
tendency to name the positive word
first. However, it's often more effec

tive in speaking and writing to save tf
upbeat phrases for the end of the
sentence. In the above example, there
a clear pattern of alternating word
values (heartened, argued and dis

August 20-23,1980
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

r- -

they represent conflicting values. StuJ
this example from a speech given by

apparent.

When you've completed a list for each
word, begin combining words from
the two lists. Substantial might work
withf/i/n; microscopic with colossus: Lilli

agreed, care and care deeply, disagree
and argued) and every sentence ends
with something "good."
This example is also useful in illus
trating the dangers of unbroken praise.
Too much of a good thing can be as bj
as too little — even kids get tired of io
cream as a steady diet. The negative
lead ins used here tend to highlight th
positive points, and this technique
works whether your topic is light or
heavy.
A conspicuous display of positive ai

negative events highlights the annual
Academy Award presentations. The
televised show is gorgeous, opulent,
enthusiastic, upbeat — and boring.
When it's all over, nothing stands out
unless it's devastating or incredibly
brilliant.

Value rhythms provide the contras
that make high points stand out in an
presentation, whether the subject is
dire or happy. The promise of enjoy
ment engages the attention of listeni
a generous sprinkling of pleasant wo
and images creates that silver lining
they're looking for. We all like to
remember the good times.

putian with stupendous. Ultimately, of
course, it's speaker's choice. This is

Shan Finney is a freed

what"mountains and molehills" are
made of. As substitutions are tried,

writer who lives in N»i

California.

they should be considered carefully to
be sure that the original meaning is
retained. For example,"gross" may not
replace "big" without creating some
unpleasant overtones.
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Memorable speech endings —
how good ore your "terminal facilities"?

Now

CoiiditHon.„
by Stewart Marsh
fter hearing a political fund
raiser make what could have

been a very touching appeal for
tributions, one listener said:"At the

of a half-hour, 1 was ready to make a
stantial contribution. But after the

Ech had gone for more than an hour,
it away my wallet. The speaker wore
out."

lany speakers lack "terminal facili-

."They may start strong and ably
elop the body of the speech, but
ydon't know how or when to
dude. The British sometimes use

Improve Your Memory." After you
finish the main body of your speech,
you state:"Now in case you've already

forgotten what I've said about memory,
here are the main points. First, repe
tition with the intent to learn is very
important in remembering the major

to this cause.

sion, you help the audience recall the
gist of your talk.

of a charitable organization for crippled
children, for example, you might dis

word "tailgate" when referring to
sentation. The tailgate of a truck or
m spilling out. The conclusion of a
lalso serves a crucial function. It is

ethat you attempt to drive home
irremarks, stir people to action or
them to an inspirational level. There
a number of different ways to do
i.One of the most effective methods

he summary. An itinerant evangeexpounded on the secret of solid
aching. "First," said the evange,"you tell 'em what you are going
leli'em. Then you tell'em. And
Uy, you tell'em what you've told

Ihen you summarize, you tell your

Your conclusion may be
the most important
part of your speech.

Your appeal may be of an emotional
nature. If you are speaking on the work

cuss the ways in which certain children
have been helped. You seek to wrench
the emotions of your listeners and thus
encourage them to be generous in their
gifts. Vague appeals for action won't

work. Tell your audience specifically
what you want them to do.

After summarizing you may want to
make a general statement emphasizing
the importance of your topic. For
example, in the speech on"How to
Improve Your Memory," you tell your
listeners they'll find it much easier to
remember important things if they use
your suggestions intelligently.
Motivational Endings
An appeal for action also makes a
Strong conclusion, depending on the

ience"what you've told 'em." Let's

nature of the talk. Suppose you're

you've given a talk on "How to

running for local political office, and

lUARY 1980

about the charities supported by the
United Way. You wind up, of course, by
asking your listeners to give generously

key phrases or key words in the speech
you plan to make. . ." Then you go on to
mention the other major points you
developed in the body of your talk. By
briefly recapitulating in your conclu

conclusion of a written or oral

;on holds the load in and keeps it

your speech focuses on the major elec
tion issues. The most logical appeal to
action would be to ask your audience to
get out to the polls on election day and
vote for you.
Or let's say you're giving a speech

A word of caution: A speaker can
make effective use of jokes in the
introduction and the body of the
speech, but if ending with a call to

action it's best to avoid humor in your
conclusion. When you earnestly ask
your audience to act or to give, it's no
laughing matter.

You can also end a speech effectively
with an anecdote or bit of drama. Many
speakers start off with specific ex
amples, but few conclude in this
manner. Let's say you're giving a talk
about a recent trip to the Virgin Islands.
27
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You've given your audience infor

This may give unity to the presenta

mation on travel, hotel accommoda

however, just to make the speaker

tions, shopping bargains,custom laws
and the scenic wonders of the islands.
You say that even though the Virgin

SPEAKING RESOURCES

Islands are overrun by tourists seeking

Just in, ov©r 400 Quotes of celebrities.
Lotest collection. WITTY. UNIQUE. "POT
POURRI" $3.00. 10 day money back

Islands is what you remember. Then

guarantee. Shuffle Haus, Box 251T,
Hamburg, Ml 48139.

bargains, the natural beauty of the

tion. Quotations should never be used,

appear learned or profound. If a quote
doesn't clarify or accent your message,
don't use it!

A provocative question or series of

questions may make the best ending foi

you conclude by describing your visit to

your speech. Suppose your theme is

one of the most scenic spots in the
world — Trunk Bay on the Island of

"The Moon."In the body of your talk

St. John.

moon. Then you conclude by asking
"Will there be people living on the mooi
in the 21st Century? Will there be

We guarantee it! Contemporary Com

Or it may be effective to conclude
with a bit of drama. Perhaps you've

edy, the monthly joke service the pros
ren^ year after year, will help you

given a talk on the great Greek philospher, Socrates. You've discussed the

Contemporary Comedy,5804-QTwine-

troubled times in which he lived, the
sort of man he was and how his ideas

impress your audience. Free sampiel

ing, Dallas, TX 75227.(214) 381-4779.
SELF-IMPROVEMENT

influence the thinking of his two great

pupils, Plato and Aristotle. In conclu
sion you re-enact and dramatize the

Norman Vincent Peale at his imotlvational best! "Develop Enthusiasm,
"Build Self-Confidence," plus 10 more.

death of Socrates — the taking of the

Six hour-long cassettes, album. $39.9^

Poetry can also make an ending

hemlock and his last words.
Poetic Points

Peale,342 Mountainview,Concord,NC

dramatic. I once heard a lawyer make

28025.

very telling use of poetry in his sum

MISCELLANEOUS

Gavels. Gavels. Gavels. From 3V2 inches
to 36 inches. From 1 dollar to 60. Box
1408, Beverly Hills, CA 90213.

Put your club on the air... Earl Nightin
gale speaks up for Toastmasters in pre

mation before the jury. He pointed out
that the members of the jury were

performing a much-needed service for
their country. He went on to expound
on the greatness of America, and then
quoted from memory a lengthy poem
about the flag. He did it well, and the
members of the jury were visibly

recorded public service announce

stirred. Although the poem seemed to

ments for radio and television. Avail
able on audio tape for radio(code 378

have little relation to the case being

— $5) and two videotape versions for

argued, it helped the lawyer win a
favorable verdict from the jury.

you discuss what is known about the

frequent space shuttles to the moon'
Will a trip to the moon become as
routine as a trip from New York to
Paris?"

Or perhaps your talk is on human
longevity and efforts to find ways to
increase the life span. You might con

clude by asking:"By the end of the 21s
Century, will the average human beini
live as long as the Biblical Methuselah!
Will we reach a longevity of a thousani

years or more? Barring a nuclear holo
caust, will everlasting life on earth
become a thing of the not too distant
future? And if so, what changes will it
mean in our manner of living?"
A Forceful Delivery

Although this list is certainly not
exhaustive, we have discussed a
number of effective ways to conclude

speech. You may do so by summariz

ing,or telling your listeners"what yo
have told 'em." When the audience can
do something about the matter on

which you have talked, it's appropriati

highband videotape for broadcast

If you are giving a talk of an in
spirational nature about patriotism,it

to close with an appeal for action. Its

stations; code 377-B,%"cassette video

would be entirely appropriate to con

tape for cable TV outlets, $25 each).

clude with a patriotic poem. Or if you

drama. Or you may wish to end with

television (code 377-A, 2" reel to reel

Send order today to World Head
quarters.
Start a new Toastmasters club in your

community or company! Everything

you need to know is in our free informa
tion Kit, including application to or

ganize and a supply of promotional
brochures. Get started today by writing
the Membership and Club Extension

Department at World Headquarters,
ask for the New Club Information Kit.

Is your club receiving the publicity and
public attention it deserves? if not,
present the Toastmasters Communica

are discussing Mother's Day, you might
end with a poem about mothers. The

poem will be more effective if you
memorize it and recite without reading.
A good quotation can be just as
moving as a poem,and it s another

great device for bringing a speech to a
powerful ending. Suppose you have
delivered a talk on humor. You've

pointed out that some people are glum
killjoys while others are immoderate

jokesters and pranksters. You discuss
the middle ground between the two
extremes. Then you conclude your talk

with a quotation from Aristotle, the

great advocate of the Golden Mean. He

tion Achievement award to a promi
nent person in your community. Com

said:"Individuals who carry humor to
excess are thought to be vulgar

plete kit including plaque, "how to"
pamphlet and sample news release
will put your club in the public spotlight.

laugh than at saying what is becoming

buffoons, striving after humor at all
costs, and aiming rather at raising a

8C per letter engraving charge from T.i.

and avoiding pain to the object of their
fun; while those who can neither make

Send yout classified ad with a check or money order to
Toastmasters International, Publications Departrnent,

a joke or put up with those who do are
thought to be boorish and unpolished.

Crder #267,$15 plus 20% postage and

2200 N Grand Ave., P.O. Box 10400. Santo Ana,CA 92711.
Rates; $25 minimum tor 25 words,80 cents tor each word
over minimum. Box numbers and phone numbers count
as two words;zip codes and abbreviations count as one
word each.Copy subject to editor s approval. Deadline;
10th ot the second month preceding publication.
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But those who joke in a tasteful way are
called ready witted. . . ."

Speakers occasionally begin and con

clude a talk with the same quotation.

also possible in your conclusion to mal
effective use of an anecdote or bit of
stirring poem, telling quotation or
question.

These things are not, of course,

mutually exclusive. Two or more de
vices may be combined in the same
conclusion. For example, you may mal

an appeal for action that includes a
poem and a quotation.
Since your conclusion is in some wj

the most important part of your talk,

your delivery should be forceful. Thi:
doesn't mean you should shout or be
excessively dramatic — unless youai

great orator of the old school

but

important to be direct and intense.

Many speakers signal the end of a
talk with a phrase such as"Now in
conclusion.. .""Finally. . . or Tos

up.. ." There's nothing wrong with
using these terms, but don't repeat
them over and over again while still
continuing to speak. If you tell your

audience you are about to conclude,
wind it up and sit down! Develop y
terminal facilities!#
Stewart Marsh is a former psychology pri

and college dean who,lives in Pasadena,
California.
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ley's lead, he organized Los Angeles

Memoriam

Club 3-52 in the Los Angeles YMCA

Gustav White, one of the piors of the Toastmasters move-

at, died recently in Whittier,
ifornia, at the age of 98. White,
3 was profiled in the March 1979
e of The Toastmaster, was active in
stmasters for more than half a

in 1927. He later founded Quakertown Club 19-F in Whittier, where he

earned a reputation as the "King Pin"
of Toastmasters. Toastmasters In

ternational extends its sincere sym
pathy to his wife, Helen, and other
family members.

tury. Following Dr. Ralph Smed-

Tl's European Clubs
Prepare for Expansion
Greater Toastmasters growth in

Europe is being forecast by the
leaders of the newly formed Con
tinental Council of Toastmasters

clubs. At an organizational meeting
held in Kaiserlautern, West Ger
many in October, plans were formu
lated to better coordinate the acti

vities of the 23 European clubs. For
many years, several Toastmasters
clubs have conducted an unofficial

European speech contest, but under
the auspices of the Continental
Council, such events will be more

I
iV

frequent.
On the European continent. Toastmasters is now represented in
Austria, Belgium, France, West Ger
many, Italy, Luxembourg, The
Netherlands, Norway, Spain and
Switzerland.

The Far East has recently become
another "hot spot" for Toastmasters
growth. Until recent years, there

were no clubs in Malaysia, but today
there are three. The first club in
Jakarta, Indonesia came on board in

AKERS WITH STAMINA—Bernie ]ekic makes his contribution to the success of a 72'Speakathon sponsored by Essendon Club 1578-73 in Melbourne, Australia.

the fall. The Philippines, however,
has been the main attraction for new

club activity in recent months. Since

e Australian-Style
ibllcity Event:

local business owners, who spon
sored the marathon speakers. Many
other community members were

Test of Endurance

involved as spectators of the event,

iny club trying to establish a
ang identity in its community
ild get fast results from a pro-

impromptu speech given at 30-

which was highlighted by a six-hour

the start of the fiscal year on July 1,
1979, four new clubs have been

organized under the auspices of the
National Committee of Philippine
Toastmasters Clubs(NACOMPHIL-

seconds notice by Warren Maloney.

TO). In Japan, Tokyo Toastmasters
Club recently divided into two clubs

m like the one sponsored recently

Others who participated were
Toastmasters Heather Parker, John

discussions are underway to create a

Australian Toastmasters. But it

Dutton, Simon Osborne, David

council of the nine clubs there.

es real dedication — and Olympian

Wren, Bernie Jekic, Jack Crea, Cerry
Lloyd, Carry Clarke, Carry Bell,

to promote greater growth, and

le Speakathon a success,

Brian Ivers, Alan Davis, Roger Fitz

he event featured 72 hours of

gerald, Cliff Talbot, Tim Haley, John

It seems like everyone is intent on
becoming better organized. Clubs in
Alaska and the Yukon Territory have
also organized into a council, the

i-stop public speaking. The plang started when the members of

Sayer, Jenny Wren and Robert Allan.
Warren Maloney spoke for all

ters (YACT). Since organizing the

lurance — to make an Australian-

Yukon-Alaska Council of Toastmas

Mel-

Essendon Club members when he

council, one new club has been

irne, Australia, decided to create a

said:"The target hospital funds were

formed, bringing the Arctic total

imunity image by raising funds to
p local hospitals expand their

gained, but Essendon Toastmasters
gained so much more. We became a

to 11.

ilities. They chose a fundraising
ject that would put their speaking

real part of the community. Many

areas have been formed by past and
present members who have found

endon

Club

1578-73 in

Is to agrueling test. And it worked!

B 18 speakers who participated
naged to fill 72 hours and reach
ir fundraising target while atcting extensive publicity and broad

speakers furthered their personal
development and gained the confi
dence to undertake longer speeches

Most Toastmasters clubs in these

themselves in a new location without

nmunity interest.

ship and togetherness that will give it

a Toastmasters club. If you should
ever find yourself in such a position,
just contact the Membership and
Club Extension Department at World
Headquarters for all the information

"he hospital donations came from

a sound basis for future success."

you need to form a club.

BY 1980

than the normal seven-minute talks

given at club meetings. Moreover,
the club gained a feeling of fellow
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HqII of Fame'
DIM:
CongratulnHons lo these Toaslmaslers who have
received the Distinguished Toastmaster Certificate,
Toaslmasters International's highest member
recognition.
Daniel S. Alne
South Pasadena 356-F, So. Pasadena, CA

Joseph L. Russell
Papago 2694-3, Phoenix, AZ
Tom O'Dell

Eye Opener 1675-33, Lancaster, CA
Robert J. Huddleslon

Windjammers 2628-33, Las Vegas, NV
Andrew W. Allen, Jr.
George Washington University 1237-36,
Washington, D.C.
Michael W.Marshall

Reynolda 3380-37, Winston-Salem, NC
James F. Buchan
Calliope 2821-47, Orlando,PL
Earl H.Johnson
Good Timers 174-52, North Hollywood, CA
Richard D. Berkland

Rock Hill 2040-58, Rock Hill, SC

Roy B. Potter
The Hills District 3180-70, Castle Hills,
N.S.W. Aust

ATM'

Howard S. Vansteenburg
Speakeasy 1789-6, Golden Valley, MN

Dattatray N. Manerikar
Park Forest 1717-30, Park Forest, IL

Nina S. Flanders

AC Earlyrisers 3646-6, Robbinsdale, MN

Clement Pangratz
Port Angeles 25-32, Port Angeles, WA

Roger H.Scofield
Albany 307-7, Albany, OR

Margaret T. Malakoff
Capitol 422-32, Oylmpia-, WA

Arnold G.Engel

Harold O.Pickard

Da

Benton 3722-7, Corvallis, OR

Pera 1174-32, Bremerton, WA

Flu

Michael R. Wiejaczka
South County 1957-8, St. Louis, MO

Lawrence A. Lutzke

Harris G. Helgeson
Lamplighters 449-9, Spokane, WA

Edward F. Kuespert
Parklawn 505-36, Rockville, MD

An"

Jim Bjorgen
Demostehenes 972-9,Yakima, WA

Dean E. Klinger
Federal 1037-36, Washington, D.C.

Sta

Kenyon D.Love
Towne 443-10, Canton, OH

Hyde H. Murray
Capitol Hill 1460-36, Washington, D.C.

Ral

L. Marguerite Parries

Patricia A. Heinz

Joe

Diamond 2486-10, Painesville, OH

Argic Research Center 3039-36,

Mai

Beltsville, MD

Myi

Peter L. Greenfield

The
Ma

John Dixon
Woodman 681-11, Indianapolis, IN

Waller Taylor
Murat Shrine 1211-11, Indianapolis, IN
Chittaranjan Patel
Goshen 2549-11, Goshen,IN

Benjamin G. Mullinix
Tifton 1434-14, Tifton, GA

Bobby N.Ramsey
Aerospace 3368-14, Robins AFB, GA
Joyce D. Ramsey
Aerospace 3368-14, Robins AFB,GA
Loren L. Long
William E. Borah 2701-15, Idaho Falls, ID
Obed Dahl

Meridian 3497-15, Meridian, ID

Congratulations to these Toaslmasters who have
received the Able Toastmaster certificate ofachievement.
Barbara Beck-Marrese

Newport Beach 1300-F, Newport Beach, CA
Donald J. Johnson
Spacecom 3221-1, El Segundo, CA

Gilson Hoagland
Ocotillo 68-3,Phoenix, AZ
James M.Stelzer
Sundowner 3086-3, Phoenix, AZ

Zorn Shively
Early Risers 2117-4, Palo Alto, CA
David L. Adamy
TGIF Management 3328-4, Santa Clara, CA
Verne R. Hubka

Action 1885-5, San Diego, CA
Cory Skiver
Odem 3965-5, San Diego,CA
Gordon L. Felland

Victory 221-6, St. Paul, MN
Merlin E. Williams

Waseca 1336-6, Waseca, MN

David McMartin

Greater Des Moines 3049-19, Des Moines,lA

Douglas H.Johnson
Jamestown 1073-20,Jamestown, ND
Lars P. Pedersen

Evergreen 973-21, Vancouver, B.C., Can

Evelyn M.Lund
Golden Belt 3449-22, Great Bend, KS
Douglas W.Lier
Bien Dicho 696-23, Los Alamos, NM

Larry L. Briggs
Road Toasters 1761-24, Lincoln, NE
Florida P.Servin

Orators 2964-26, Aurora,CO
Frank H.Owens

Pikes Peak 3044-26, Colorado Springs, CO
Richard H. Kilpatrick
Chatfield 3832-26, Littleton, CO

Wh

John G. Rauch

ArtI

Hershey 2990-38, Hershey, PA

Lila

Lester W.Polette

Vitc

Sacramento 2213-39, Sacramento,CA

Lafa

Frank M.Lovejoy

Lest
Darl

St. Albans Area 3202-40, St. Albans, WV

Ausi

Roland C.Bourassa

Pile O Bones 1862-42, Regina, Sask., Can

Vlar
Helll

Leon Barnes

Twin City 1142-43, N. Little Rock, AR

Georgia Turney
Amarillo 211-44, Amarillo, TX
Susan Torrico

Orlando Conquerors 1066-47, Orlando,FlJ^^nc
Jtur

Theodore J. Berzinski

Leander H.Harral

Ge.

Revenooers 3653-36, Washington, D.C.

Great Ft. Lauderdale 2004-47, Ft.
Lauderdale, FL

Kenneth P. Geohegan Jr.

Le;
I Sui

' Da

Americo Finizio

Free State 3800-18, Baltimore, MD

Lir

West Allis 1480-35, West Allis, WI

Kerr-McGee 907-16, Oklahoma City, OK

Engineering Society 2686-18, Baltimore, MD

'Ch

Robert L. Spurill
Century 2346-47,Jacksonville, FL
Mark Mastandrea

Plantation 2582-47, Plantation, FL

James A. Humphrey
Helmsmen 3764-47, Orlando, FL
S86-F

John C.Ellis
Foun,
Satellite Beach 3921-47, Satellite Beach,FijSizzle
Elizabeth L.K. Augustine

Bankoh 2074-49, Honolulu, HI
Stuart K. Nichols

io99
^

North Hollywood 147-52, North Hollywcp®'^'"^
CA

t486-(

Alice G.Zessin

Minnt

Universal City 295-52, Universal City,C/C>'aco
.. ^

Spons

Norman H. Bragar

Burnt 914-52, Van Nuys,CA

1467-/
Portl,

Joseph H.Conley

j

Burnt 914-52, Van Nuys,CA
!765-7|
'ortla

Totel,
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Mayer
14-52, Van Nuys,CA
iT.Shen

am 1138-53, Troy, CT

i J. Taylor
Trail 634-54, Danville, IL

1739-9 Tumbleweed
Hermiston, OR — Fri., 6:30 a.m., Frasu's

Restaurant, 675 N. First (567-7749).

Sponsored by Walla Walla 81-9.

561-15 FHP

Salt Lake City, UT — Mon., noon. Valley
(355-1234). Sponsored by Downtowners

Mount Stephen Club, 1440 Drummond
(879-4611). Sponsored by St. Lawrence

2696-15.

606-61.

1. Glenn

4101-16 New Dawn

Iley 998-57, Concord, CA

Lexington, OK — Mon., 7 p.m., Joseph Harp

r Valley 2452-57, Pleasanton, CA
iK. Notter

lealth 2973-57, Berkeley, CA
Ddle

ool 202-62, St. Joseph, MI

Correctional Center, Rt. 1, Box 548.

Sponsored by Lexical 1367-16.
4098-19 Master

Newton, lA — Sat., 10 a.m. Ramada Inn
(279-0077).
4090-24 Electronic Toasters

Vlitchell

Columbus, NE — Tues., noon. Dale Elec
tronics, Inc., Industrial Site (563-6471).

ille Alcoa 1186-63, Maryville, TN

Sponsored by Columbus 744-24.

F. Lunney

4091-24 "Krak-O-Don"

mium TM Club 2994-64, Winnipeg,
Ian

Columbus, NE — Wed., 6:30 a.m.. Dale
Electronics, Inc., Industrial Site (563-6471).

•Drummond Jr.

Sponsored by Early Bird 3386-24.

ity 687-65, Rochester, NY

4092-24 Peak of the Week

.Gotautas

Columbus, NE — Wed., noon. Dale Elec
tronics, Inc., Industrial Site (563-6471).

tte 2678-68, Lafayette, LA
Andrews

g Downs 3574-69,Toowoomba, Qld.,
sMcAuliffe

e 3599-71, Dublin, Ireland

3200-61 The Moderator

Montreal, Que., Can — Tues., 6:15 p.m.,

Health Center, 119 East 2100 South

I. Allan
louston 2963-56, Houston,TX

]. Goodrich

2080-57 Capital Speakers
Benicia, CA — Thurs., 7:30 p.m.. Fidelity
Savings, 84 Solano Square (745-0396).
Sponsored by Mare Island Supv. 2839-57.

4097-71 Colonial

Brawdy, Wales — Wed., 11:30 a.m.. Admin.
Conference Rm., U.S. Naval Facility
(Haverfordwest 5452).

AnniversaneF
40 Years

Twin Falls 149-15, Twin Falls, ID
Tulsa 148-16, Tulsa, OK
30 Years

l.B. Perrine 793-15, Twin Falls, ID

Algona 779-19, Algona, lA
Cambridge 785-40, Cambridge, OH
Harvey Spaulding YMCA 781-62, Saginaw,

Sponsored by NPPD 1029-24.

Ml

4095-25 Tax T alkers
Dallas, TX — Mon., 7:45 a.m. IRS, 7839

25 Years

Churchill Way LB-70 (767-5909). Sponsored
by Garland 1207-25.

4096-25 North Dallas 40

meM. Walton

Dallas, TX — Thurs., 7 p.m., Darrell J. Sekin

gton 1046-72, Wellington, NZ

& Co., Inc., 2710 Electronic Ln. (254-9772).

Portsmouth 771-66, Portsmouth, VA

Sequoia 1689-4, Los Altos, CA
Cedar Hills 751-7, Beaverton, OR

Atomic City 1760-9, Richland, WA
Thunderbird 1731-26, Denver, CO

Daniel Wright 1605-30, Libertyville, IL

Sponsored by Irving 3365-25.

Park Forest 1717-30, Park Forest, IL

W.Gore

igs 3473-72, Hastings, NZ

4100-29 West Florida

e E. Berryman
oetai 3511-72, Tauranga, NZ

Pensacola, FL — Wed., 7 a.m.. University of
West Florida — Commons, Dept. of Manage
ment (477-9785). Sponsored by Ellyson

Mainline 1446-54, Joliet, IL

my J. Gelme
)nd Valley 567-73, Eltham, Viet., Aust

:w

Clubs

Fountain Valley
lain Valley, CA — Thurs., 7 p.m.,
irSteak House, Bushard and Warner

1474). Sponsored by Helmsmen 770-F.
5 Sorrento Valley
liego, CA — Wed., noon, TRW Co.,
into Valley Blvd.(565-2410).

728-29.

4088-30 Ernst & Whinney

Chicago, IE — Wed., time varies, Ernst &
Whinney, 150 S. Wacker Dr. (368-1800).
Sponsored by Park Forest 1717-30.
4093-36 OCC Speakeasies
Washington, D.C. — Tues., noon. Comp
troller of the Currency, 490 L'Enfant Plaza
(447-9497). Sponsored by Nasa 34-36.
4089-39 Gold Country
Auburn, CA — Wed., 7 a.m.. Gold Rush Plaza
Restaurant, 111 Sacramento St. (885-7237).
4097-40 MadCo

Essayons 988-52, Los Angeles, CA

Tamalpais 1755-57, San Rafael, CA
20 Years

Aerospace 2753-8, St. Louis, MO
Ridglea 3067-25, Ft. Worth, TX

State Farm PA Region 2926-38, Springfield,

PA

Foothills 3073-42, Calgary, Alta., Can
Clearwater 3087-47, Clearwater, FL

Reddy Talkers 1987-48, Birmingham, AL
Groton 3007-53, Groton, CT
15 Years

Anaheim Breakfast 3836-F, Anaheim, CA

Kritokos 1686-18, Ft. George G. Meade, MD

FlyingI 2134-39, Sacramento, CA
Aerospace 3516-39, McClellan AFB, CA
Patroon 3863-53, Albany, NY

Richmond, KY — Wed., 6:30 p.m.. Bonanza
Steak House, Eastern Bypass (623-5223).
Sponsored by Lexington 2391-40.

Management 1973-56, Kelly AFB, TX
Voyageurs 2638-64, Winnipeg, Man., Can
Jacaranda 3857-69, Grafton, N.S.W., Aust

alnc.,60 11th Ave., N.E.(378-6926).
sored by Zephyrus 490-6.

1319-42 3500 Foot

10 Years

Calgary, Alta., Can — Wed., 6 p.m., Phil's,

Palatine 3307-30, Palatine, IL

■7 Arlington
and, OR — Thurs., 7:15 a.m., Arlington

Sponsored by Chinook 1448-42.

i Graco Fluid Speakers
leapolis, MN — Tues., 11:45 a.m.,

,811 S.W. Salmon.
■7 Far West Federal

and, OR — Tues., 11:45 a.m.. Imperial
1,400 S.W. Broadway (224-4444).
lUAflV 1980

Glenmore Trail & Elbow Dr. (278-1304).

Greenway 2280-56, Houston, TX

Takapuna 2506-72, Takapuna, Auck., NZ

3684-42 Southern Lights
Edmonton, Alta., Can — Wed., 6 p.m.
Van Winkle Motor Hotel, 5116-103 St.

(483-6804). Sponsored by Northern Lights
489-42.
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1901 • 1902•1903

1930

1921 •1922•1923

1917

D6V6lop a Winning Spirit in Your Club!
Your club members will start thinking like
winners when their achievements are recog

addition to any desk or office.
1917 6" $3.00

For the

A Very Special Memento
A perfect way to honor the winner in any kind

made an extraordinary accomplishmeni
domed medallion is set on a rich Amf
Walnut panel. Top plate can be engravei
any heading.
1962 5"x7" $21.50
1963 7V2x1" $27.50

nized with these fine awards. The trophies and

plaques will motivate recipients to strive for

higher goals and they'll soon discover that one
success leads to another. The awards are

perfect for speech contests, special club
meetings and those occasions when you just
want to say "thank you." They'll add excite
ment to all club and district activities. Help

your fellow Toastmasters reach the top — and
stay there — by giving them the recognition
they deserve.

The Perfect Award
This handsome speech contest trophy makes
the presentation worthwhile. Its goltone
modern figure sets on a walnut base with

of competition. This goltone figure sets on a
beautifully polished walnut base.
1921 12" $14.50
1922 11" $14.00
1923 10" $13.50

Recognize with Beauty
For Winners Only...
In Toastmasters, we're all winners. And this

This Athenian bronze oxidized plaque \

multi-purpose trophy says just that. Its

any type of special recognition.-

modern figure and lectern rests on an attrac

1957 8" $10.75

$9.75
$9.50
$9.25

1930 9"

$7.25

For a Job Well-Done
Want to reward the efforts of a club officer,

club sponsor or mentor? Anyone would be

proud to accept this handsome plaque, which

A Gift to Remember

This goltone wreath, handsomely mounted on
a beautiful walnut base, makes a welcome

attractive in any setting. And it's suita^

tive walnut base.

polished engraving plate.
1901 11"
1902 10"
1903 9"

Outstanding Toastmaster
An ideal plaque for the Toastmaster wh

comes with a full-modeled gavel, Tl Insignia
and goltone engraving plate.
1956 5V4"x7V4" $6.00

See the 1978 Supply Catalog for more

and plaque ideas. Allow 8 cents per le
engraving and $1.25 for packing and sh
(Allow three weeks for engraving.) Cai
residents add 6% sales tax. Send all

with your club and district number to:
masters International, 2200N. GrandA\i
Box 10400, Santa Ana, CA 92711.

4^

1956
962• 1963

1957

